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Objectives : 1) The goal of machine learning is often- 

                           Though not always-to train a model on  
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  2) Discuss the terminology used 
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      Develop autonomous decision making  
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Date Content Module No. 

14-06-2018 

 Introduction to Machine Learning  

 ML terminologies – Linear Regression: Training and 

Loss – Loss Reduction techniques – Working with 

Tensorflow Playground.  

I 

25-06-2018 

CLASSIFICATION AND CLUSTERING  

 Logistic regression – Generalization – Regularization - 

Classification – Clustering: Centroid-based Clustering - 

Density-based Clustering - Distribution-based 

Clustering - Hierarchical Clustering  

II 

03-07-2018 

 DEEP NETWORKS  

 Introduction to Neural networks – Terminology – 

Working with tensors – Pandas, numpy, matplotlib 

library – Feed forward networks – Convolutional 

Neural network – Recurrent neural networks and its 

variants  

III 

15-07-2018 

DEEP GENERATIVE MODELS  

Restricted Boltzmann Machines – Deep Belief 

networks – Deep Boltzmann machine – Convolutional 

Boltzmann machine – Working with Tensorflow 

Playground 

IV 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 







Machine Learning Tutorial 

Machine Learning tutorial provides basic and advanced concepts of machine learning. Our 

machine learning tutorial is designed for students and working professionals. Machine 

learning is a growing technology which enables computers to learn automatically from past 

data. 

 Machine learning uses various algorithms for building mathematical models and making 

predictions using historical data or information. Currently, it is being used for various 

tasks such as image recognition, speech recognition, email filtering, Facebook auto-

tagging, recommender system, and many more.  

This machine learning tutorial gives you an introduction to machine learning along with the 

wide range of machine learning techniques such as Supervised, Unsupervised, 

and Reinforcement learning. You will learn about regression and classification models, 

clustering methods, hidden Markov models, and various sequential models. 

What is Machine Learning 

In the real world, we are surrounded by humans who can learn everything from their 

experiences with their learning capability, and we have computers or machines which work 

on our instructions. But can a machine also learn from experiences or past data like a human 

does? So here comes the role of Machine Learning. 

 

Machine Learning is said as a subset of artificial intelligence that is mainly concerned with 

the development of algorithms which allow a computer to learn from the data and past 



experiences on their own. The term machine learning was first introduced by Arthur 

Samuel in 1959. We can define it in a summarized way as: 

With the help of sample historical data, which is known as training data, machine learning 

algorithms build a mathematical model that helps in making predictions or decisions 

without being explicitly programmed. Machine learning brings computer science and 

statistics together for creating predictive models. Machine learning constructs or uses the 

algorithms that learn from historical data. The more we will provide the information, the 

higher will be the performance. 

A machine has the ability to learn if it can improve its performance by gaining more 

data. 

How does Machine Learning work 

A Machine Learning system learns from historical data, builds the prediction models, 

and whenever it receives new data, predicts the output for it. The accuracy of predicted 

output depends upon the amount of data, as the huge amount of data helps to build a better 

model which predicts the output more accurately. 

Suppose we have a complex problem, where we need to perform some predictions, so instead 

of writing a code for it, we just need to feed the data to generic algorithms, and with the help 

of these algorithms, machine builds the logic as per the data and predict the output. Machine 

learning has changed our way of thinking about the problem. The below block diagram 

explains the working of Machine Learning algorithm: 

 Features of Machine Learning: 

o Machine learning uses data to detect various patterns in a given dataset. 

o It can learn from past data and improve automatically. 

o It is a data-driven technology. 

o Machine learning is much similar to data mining as it also deals with the huge amount 

of the data. 

Need for Machine Learning 

The need for machine learning is increasing day by day. The reason behind the need for 

machine learning is that it is capable of doing tasks that are too complex for a person to 



implement directly. As a human, we have some limitations as we cannot access the huge 

amount of data manually, so for this, we need some computer systems and here comes the 

machine learning to make things easy for us. 

We can train machine learning algorithms by providing them the huge amount of data and let 

them explore the data, construct the models, and predict the required output automatically. 

The performance of the machine learning algorithm depends on the amount of data, and it can 

be determined by the cost function. With the help of machine learning, we can save both time 

and money. 

The importance of machine learning can be easily understood by its uses cases, Currently, 

machine learning is used in self-driving cars, cyber fraud detection, face recognition, 

and friend suggestion by Facebook, etc. Various top companies such as Netflix and 

Amazon have build machine learning models that are using a vast amount of data to analyze 

the user interest and recommend product accordingly. 

Following are some key points which show the importance of Machine Learning: 

o Rapid increment in the production of data 

o Solving complex problems, which are difficult for a human 

o Decision making in various sector including finance 

o Finding hidden patterns and extracting useful information from data. 

Classification of Machine Learning 

At a broad level, machine learning can be classified into three types: 

1. Supervised learning 

2. Unsupervised learning 

3. Reinforcement learning 

  

1) Supervised Learning 

Supervised learning is a type of machine learning method in which we provide sample 

labeled data to the machine learning system in order to train it, and on that basis, it predicts 

the output. 



The system creates a model using labeled data to understand the datasets and learn about each 

data, once the training and processing are done then we test the model by providing a sample 

data to check whether it is predicting the exact output or not. 

The goal of supervised learning is to map input data with the output data. The supervised 

learning is based on supervision, and it is the same as when a student learns things in the 

supervision of the teacher. The example of supervised learning is spam filtering. 

Supervised learning can be grouped further in two categories of algorithms: 

o Classification 

o Regression 

2) Unsupervised Learning 

Unsupervised learning is a learning method in which a machine learns without any 

supervision. 

The training is provided to the machine with the set of data that has not been labeled, 

classified, or categorized, and the algorithm needs to act on that data without any supervision. 

The goal of unsupervised learning is to restructure the input data into new features or a group 

of objects with similar patterns. 

In unsupervised learning, we don't have a predetermined result. The machine tries to find 

useful insights from the huge amount of data. It can be further classifieds into two categories 

of algorithms: 

o Clustering 

o Association 

3) Reinforcement Learning 

Reinforcement learning is a feedback-based learning method, in which a learning agent gets a 

reward for each right action and gets a penalty for each wrong action. The agent learns 

automatically with these feedbacks and improves its performance. In reinforcement learning, 

the agent interacts with the environment and explores it. The goal of an agent is to get the 

most reward points, and hence, it improves its performance. 

The robotic dog, which automatically learns the movement of his arms, is an example of 

Reinforcement learning. 

History of Machine Learning 

Before some years (about 40-50 years), machine learning was science fiction, but today it is 

the part of our daily life. Machine learning is making our day to day life easy from self-

driving cars to Amazon virtual assistant "Alexa". However, the idea behind machine 



learning is so old and has a long history. Below some milestones are given which have 

occurred in the history of machine learning: 

The early history of Machine Learning (Pre-1940): 

o 1834: In 1834, Charles Babbage, the father of the computer, conceived a device that 

could be programmed with punch cards. However, the machine was never built, but 

all modern computers rely on its logical structure. 

o 1936: In 1936, Alan Turing gave a theory that how a machine can determine and 

execute a set of instructions. 

The era of stored program computers: 

o 1940: In 1940, the first manually operated computer, "ENIAC" was invented, which 

was the first electronic general-purpose computer. After that stored program computer 

such as EDSAC in 1949 and EDVAC in 1951 were invented. 

o 1943: In 1943, a human neural network was modeled with an electrical circuit. In 

1950, the scientists started applying their idea to work and analyzed how human 

neurons might work. 

Computer machinery and intelligence: 

o 1950: In 1950, Alan Turing published a seminal paper, "Computer Machinery and 

Intelligence," on the topic of artificial intelligence. In his paper, he asked, "Can 

machines think?" 

Machine intelligence in Games: 

o 1952: Arthur Samuel, who was the pioneer of machine learning, created a program 

that helped an IBM computer to play a checkers game. It performed better more it 

played. 

o 1959: In 1959, the term "Machine Learning" was first coined by Arthur Samuel. 

The first "AI" winter: 

o The duration of 1974 to 1980 was the tough time for AI and ML researchers, and this 

duration was called as AI winter. 

o In this duration, failure of machine translation occurred, and people had reduced their 

interest from AI, which led to reduced funding by the government to the researches. 

Machine Learning from theory to reality 

o 1959: In 1959, the first neural network was applied to a real-world problem to remove 

echoes over phone lines using an adaptive filter. 



o 1985: In 1985, Terry Sejnowski and Charles Rosenberg invented a neural 

network NETtalk, which was able to teach itself how to correctly pronounce 20,000 

words in one week. 

o 1997: The IBM's Deep blue intelligent computer won the chess game against the 

chess expert Garry Kasparov, and it became the first computer which had beaten a 

human chess expert. 

Machine Learning at 21st century 

o 2006: In the year 2006, computer scientist Geoffrey Hinton has given a new name to 

neural net research as "deep learning," and nowadays, it has become one of the most 

trending technologies. 

o 2012: In 2012, Google created a deep neural network which learned to recognize the 

image of humans and cats in YouTube videos. 

o 2014: In 2014, the Chabot "Eugen Goostman" cleared the Turing Test. It was the 

first Chabot who convinced the 33% of human judges that it was not a machine. 

o 2014: DeepFace was a deep neural network created by Facebook, and they claimed 

that it could recognize a person with the same precision as a human can do. 

o 2016: AlphaGo beat the world's number second player Lee sedol at Go game. In 

2017 it beat the number one player of this game Ke Jie. 

o 2017: In 2017, the Alphabet's Jigsaw team built an intelligent system that was able to 

learn the online trolling. It used to read millions of comments of different websites to 

learn to stop online trolling. 

Machine Learning at present: 

Now machine learning has got a great advancement in its research, and it is present 

everywhere around us, such as self-driving cars, Amazon Alexa, Catboats, recommender 

system, and many more. It includes Supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning 

with clustering, classification, decision tree, SVM algorithms, etc. 

Modern machine learning models can be used for making various predictions, 

including weather prediction, disease prediction, stock market analysis, etc. 

Prerequisites 

Before learning machine learning, you must have the basic knowledge of followings so that 

you can easily understand the concepts of machine learning: 

o Fundamental knowledge of probability and linear algebra. 

o The ability to code in any computer language, especially in Python language. 



o Knowledge of Calculus, especially derivatives of single variable and multivariate 

functions. 

Audience 

Our Machine learning tutorial is designed to help beginner and professionals. 

Problems 

We assure you that you will not find any difficulty while learning our Machine learning 

tutorial. But if there is any mistake in this tutorial, kindly post the problem or error in the 

contact form so that we can improve it 

Clustering in Machine Learning 

Clustering or cluster analysis is a machine learning technique, which groups the unlabelled 

dataset. It can be defined as "A way of grouping the data points into different clusters, 

consisting of similar data points. The objects with the possible similarities remain in a 

group that has less or no similarities with another group." 

It does it by finding some similar patterns in the unlabelled dataset such as shape, size, color, 

behavior, etc., and divides them as per the presence and absence of those similar patterns. 

It is an unsupervised learning method, hence no supervision is provided to the algorithm, and 

it deals with the unlabeled dataset. 

After applying this clustering technique, each cluster or group is provided with a cluster-ID. 

ML system can use this id to simplify the processing of large and complex datasets. 

Example: Let's understand the clustering technique with the real-world example of Mall: 

When we visit any shopping mall, we can observe that the things with similar usage are 

grouped together. Such as the t-shirts are grouped in one section, and trousers are at other 

sections, similarly, at vegetable sections, apples, bananas, Mangoes, etc., are grouped in 

separate sections, so that we can easily find out the things. The clustering technique also 

works in the same way. Other examples of clustering are grouping documents according to 

the topic. 

The clustering technique can be widely used in various tasks. Some most common uses of 

this technique are: 

o Market Segmentation 

o Statistical data analysis 

o Social network analysis 

o Image segmentation 

o Anomaly detection, etc. 

https://www.javatpoint.com/unsupervised-machine-learning


Apart from these general usages, it is used by the Amazon in its recommendation system to 

provide the recommendations as per the past search of products. Netflix also uses this 

technique to recommend the movies and web-series to its users as per the watch history. 

The below diagram explains the working of the clustering algorithm. We can see the different 

fruits are divided into several groups with similar properties. 

 Types of 

Clustering Methods 

The clustering methods are broadly divided into Hard clustering (datapoint belongs to only 

one group) and Soft Clustering (data points can belong to another group also). But there are 

also other various approaches of Clustering exist. Below are the main clustering methods 

used in Machine learning: 

1. Partitioning Clustering 

2. Density-Based Clustering 

3. Distribution Model-Based Clustering 

4. Hierarchical Clustering 

5. Fuzzy Clustering 

Partitioning Clustering 

It is a type of clustering that divides the data into non-hierarchical groups. It is also known as 

the centroid-based method. The most common example of partitioning clustering is the K-

Means Clustering algorithm. 

In this type, the dataset is divided into a set of k groups, where K is used to define the number 

of pre-defined groups. The cluster center is created in such a way that the distance between 

the data points of one cluster is minimum as compared to another cluster centroid. 

https://www.javatpoint.com/k-means-clustering-algorithm-in-machine-learning
https://www.javatpoint.com/k-means-clustering-algorithm-in-machine-learning


  

Density-Based Clustering 

The density-based clustering method connects the highly-dense areas into clusters, and the 

arbitrarily shaped distributions are formed as long as the dense region can be connected. This 

algorithm does it by identifying different clusters in the dataset and connects the areas of high 

densities into clusters. The dense areas in data space are divided from each other by sparser 

areas. 

These algorithms can face difficulty in clustering the data points if the dataset has varying 

densities and high dimensions. 

 



Distribution Model-Based Clustering 

In the distribution model-based clustering method, the data is divided based on the 

probability of how a dataset belongs to a particular distribution. The grouping is done by 

assuming some distributions commonly Gaussian Distribution. 

The example of this type is the Expectation-Maximization Clustering algorithm that uses 

Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). 

 

Hierarchical Clustering 

Hierarchical clustering can be used as an alternative for the partitioned clustering as there is 

no requirement of pre-specifying the number of clusters to be created. In this technique, the 

dataset is divided into clusters to create a tree-like structure, which is also called 

a dendrogram. The observations or any number of clusters can be selected by cutting the 

tree at the correct level. The most common example of this method is the Agglomerative 

Hierarchical algorithm. 

 



Fuzzy Clustering 

Fuzzy clustering is a type of soft method in which a data object may belong to more than one 

group or cluster. Each dataset has a set of membership coefficients, which depend on the 

degree of membership to be in a cluster. Fuzzy C-means algorithm is the example of this 

type of clustering; it is sometimes also known as the Fuzzy k-means algorithm. 

Clustering Algorithms 

The Clustering algorithms can be divided based on their models that are explained above. 

There are different types of clustering algorithms published, but only a few are commonly 

used. The clustering algorithm is based on the kind of data that we are using. Such as, some 

algorithms need to guess the number of clusters in the given dataset, whereas some are 

required to find the minimum distance between the observation of the dataset. 

Here we are discussing mainly popular Clustering algorithms that are widely used in machine 

learning: 

1. K-Means algorithm: The k-means algorithm is one of the most popular clustering 

algorithms. It classifies the dataset by dividing the samples into different clusters of 

equal variances. The number of clusters must be specified in this algorithm. It is fast 

with fewer computations required, with the linear complexity of O(n). 

2. Mean-shift algorithm: Mean-shift algorithm tries to find the dense areas in the 

smooth density of data points. It is an example of a centroid-based model, that works 

on updating the candidates for centroid to be the center of the points within a given 

region. 

3. DBSCAN Algorithm: It stands for Density-Based Spatial Clustering of 

Applications with Noise. It is an example of a density-based model similar to the 

mean-shift, but with some remarkable advantages. In this algorithm, the areas of high 

density are separated by the areas of low density. Because of this, the clusters can be 

found in any arbitrary shape. 

4. Expectation-Maximization Clustering using GMM: This algorithm can be used as 

an alternative for the k-means algorithm or for those cases where K-means can be 

failed. In GMM, it is assumed that the data points are Gaussian distributed. 

5. Agglomerative Hierarchical algorithm: The Agglomerative hierarchical algorithm 

performs the bottom-up hierarchical clustering. In this, each data point is treated as a 

single cluster at the outset and then successively merged. The cluster hierarchy can be 

represented as a tree-structure. 

https://www.javatpoint.com/fuzzy-logic


6. Affinity Propagation: It is different from other clustering algorithms as it does not 

require to specify the number of clusters. In this, each data point sends a message 

between the pair of data points until convergence. It has O(N2T) time complexity, 

which is the main drawback of this algorithm. 

Applications of Clustering 

Below are some commonly known applications of clustering technique in Machine Learning: 

o In Identification of Cancer Cells: The clustering algorithms are widely used for the 

identification of cancerous cells. It divides the cancerous and non-cancerous data sets 

into different groups. 

o In Search Engines: Search engines also work on the clustering technique. The search 

result appears based on the closest object to the search query. It does it by grouping 

similar data objects in one group that is far from the other dissimilar objects. The 

accurate result of a query depends on the quality of the clustering algorithm used. 

o Customer Segmentation: It is used in market research to segment the customers 

based on their choice and preferences. 

o In Biology: It is used in the biology stream to classify different species of plants and 

animals using the image recognition technique. 

o In Land Use: The clustering technique is used in identifying the area of similar lands 

use in the GIS database. This can be very useful to find that for what purpose the 

particular land should be used, that means for which purpose it is more suitable. 

Architecture of Neural Networks 

We found a non-linear model by combining two linear models with some equation, weight, 

bias, and sigmoid function. Let start its better illustration and understand the architecture 

of Neural Network and Deep Neural Network. 

  

Let see an example for better understanding and illustration. 



Suppose, there is a linear model whose line is represented as-4x1-x2+12. We can represent it 

with the following perceptron. 

 

The weight in the input layer is -4, -1 and 12 represent the equation in the linear 

model to which input is passed in to obtain their probability of being in the positive region. 

Take one more model whose line is represented as- x1-x2+3. So the expected perceptron 

through which we can represent it as follows: 

 

Now, what we have to do, we will combine these two perceptrons to obtain a non-

linear perceptron or model by multiplying the two models with some set of weight and 

adding biased. After that, we applied sigmoid to obtain the curve as follows: 



 

In our previous example, suppose we had two inputs x1 and x2. These inputs 

represent a single point at coordinates (2, 2), and we want to obtain the probability of the 

point being in the positive region and the non-linear model. These coordinates (2, 2) passed 

into the first input layer, which consists of two linear models. 

 

The two inputs are processed in the first linear model to obtain the probability of the 

point being in the positive region by taking the inputs as a linear combination based on 

weights and bias of the model and then taking the sigmoid and obtain the probability of point 

0.88. 



 

In the same way, we will find the probability of the point is in the positive region in 

the second model, and we found the probability of point 0.64. 

 

When we combine both models, we will add the probabilities together. We will take 

the linear combination with respect to weights 1.5, 1, and bias value 0.5. We will multiply the 

first model with the first weight and the second model with a second weight and adding 

everything along with the bias to obtain the score since we will take sigmoid of the linear 

combination of both our models which obtain a new model. We will do the same thing for 

our points, which converts it to a 0.92 probability of it being in the positive region and the 

non-linear model. 



 

It is a feed forward process of deep neural network. For more efficiency, we can 

rearrange the notation of this neural network. Instead of representing our point as two distinct 

x1 and x2 input node we represent it as a single pair of the x1 and x2 node as 

 

This illustrates the unique architecture of a neural network. So there is an input layer which 

contains the input, the second layer which is set of the linear model and the last layer is the 

output layer which resulted from the combination of our two linear models to obtain a non-

linear model. 



 

Deep Neural Network 

We will use the models and the hidden layers to combine them and create non-linear models 

which best classify our data. Sometimes our data is too complex and to classify that we will have 

to combine non-linear models to create even more non-linear model. 

We can do this many times with even more hidden layers and obtain highly complex models as 

 

To classify this type of data is more complex. It requires many hidden layers of models 

combining into one another with some set of weight to obtain a model that perfectly classify 

this data. 



After that, we can produce some output through a feed-forward operation. The input would 

have to go through the entire depth of the neural network before producing an output. It is 

just a multilayered perceptron. In a deep neural network, our data's trend is not straight 

forward, so this non-linear boundary is only an accurate model that correctly classifies a very 

complex set of data. 

Many hidden layers are required to obtain this non-linear boundary and each layer containing 

models which are combined into one another to produce this very complex boundary which 

classifies our data. 

The deep neural networks can be trained with more complex function to classify even more 

complex data. 
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Test Exercise: 

 

1. Machine learning is an application of___________ 

2. Applications of machine learning is _____________ 

3. The term machine learning was coined in which year? 

4. Machine learning approaches can be traditionally categorized into_____ 

categories. 

5. The  categories in which machine learning approaches can be traditionally 

categorized are ____ 

6. What is machine learning? 

7. _____ is the machine learning algorithms that can be used with labelled data. 

8. ______ is the machine learning algorithms that can be used with un-labelled 

data. 

9. The Real-World machine learning use cases are _____. 

 

10.Which among the following algorithms are used in machine learning? 
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Key: 

 

1.  Artificial Intelligence  

2.   Email filtering ,face recognization 

3.   1959 

4.   3 

5.   Supervised learning , unsupervised learning 

6.   Machine learning is a form of AI that enables a system to        learn from data 

7.   Regression algorithms 

8.   Clustering algorithms 

9.   Digital assistants , chatbots 

10. Naive Bayes , Support  Vector Machines 
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Date:    From 01.08.2018  to 31.08.2018 

Date Content Module 

No. 

01.08.2018 

Analytical Thinking: Developing the ability to analyze information, 

data, or situations and identify patterns, relationships, and 

connections. This includes identifying trends, making observations, 

and drawing logical conclusions based on evidence. 

I 

08.08.2018 
Logical Reasoning: Understanding the principles of logical reasoning, 
including identifying and evaluating arguments, identifying logical 

fallacies, and distinguishing between valid and invalid reasoning. 
II 

16.08.2018 

Problem-Solving Strategies: Learning and applying different 
problem-solving strategies, such as breaking down complex problems 

into smaller, manageable parts, identifying relevant information, 
generating alternative solutions, and evaluating the best course of 

action. 

III 

24.08.2018 

Deductive Reasoning: Understanding deductive reasoning, which 
involves drawing specific conclusions from general principles or 

rules. This includes understanding syllogisms, conditional statements, 
and using deductive reasoning to solve problems. 

IV 
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Objectives:Add on Course ” 

 

The objective of Nano particles are disseminate knowledge of the physical, chemical and. 

phenomena and processes in structures that have at least one length scale ranging from 

molecular to approximately 100 nm (or submicron in some situations), and exhibit improved 

and novel properties that are a direct result of their small size 

 

 

Methodology : 

Experimental and Learning Methods 

 

 

Duration: 30 Days 
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Date:    

S.NO Content Mod

ule 

No 

1 Introduction to Nano Chemistry I 

2 
Physicalmethods:(a)mechanical:ballmilling,meltmixing(b)Vapor:physicalvapordeposition,lasera

blation,sputterdeposition,electricarcdeposition,ionimplantation. 
II 

3 Chemicalmethods:colloids,sol-gel,L-Bfilms,inversemicelles. III 

4 Biologicalmethods:biomembranes,DNA,enzymes,microorganisms. IV 
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Title: Add on Course “Lab Symbols and safety” 

 
Test Exercise: 

 

1. Safety symbols have to be known in lab.                                         (Yes/No) 

2. Explosives identified by symbols.                                                    (Yes/No) 

3. Carcinogenic means--------------- causing. 

4.  Skull and bones indicates ______________. 

5. First aid box is required in laboratory_____________. 

6. Causing Blisters, burns is example for____________ damage 

7. Compressed gas example is__________________. 

8. Cylinder symbol indicates ____________. 

9. Laboratory safety glasses are to be used.                                                (Yes/No) 

10. Hazard means__________________.  
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Key: 

 
 

1.  InertWater 

2. Hard and brittle 

3. Chemical vapor deposition 

4. True 

5. Metal alkoxides 

6. CVC 

7. c) Helium 

8. Bulk -> Powder – > Nano-particles 

9. Colloidal dispersion 

10. Carbon Nanotubes 
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1. Is the programme interested to you     (Yes/No) 

 

2. Have you attended all the session     (Yes/No) 

 

3. Is the content of the program is adequate    (Yes/No) 

 

4. Have the teacher covered the entire syllabus?   (Yes/No) 

 

5. Is the number of hours adequate?     (Yes/No) 

 

6. Do you have any suggestions for enhancing or reducing the (Yes/No) 

number of weeks designed for the program? 

7. On the whole, is the program useful in terms of enriching   (Yes/No) 

your knowledge? 

 

8.  Do you have any suggestions on the program? (Yes/No) 
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Test Exercise:

1. For milling operations, what kind of environment is pre

Z. What kind of metals are Lrsed for milling operatiotls? [ 1.r.. .\ C-rtr

I
3. CVD stands fbr 

-Ck-oali!S/l\ 
'J". ie p.illm

4. Photolithography is a t,vpe of patterning technique p"\*

s. Typical precursor used in sol-gel a'e 
"kiey I

6. Particles of Zro:. \'2o1 anrl Nano \\'hiskers have been produced by 6 e

8. What's the procedure in Top-down fabrication methodf &cil lc > ("a'1e|./i{no (',0l, Lg

rerred?I^.'l #-

e. What is an example of Bottom Up approach? b(;detffifr{sic4 
"

L0. CNTs stands for &, h,n Aq Ao' l"bnS
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o'lntroduction to Nano Chemistry"

Test Exercise:

L. For milling operations. uSat kind of epvironment is preferred? 'i ,.6 
',

2. what l<ind olrrelals ,r.c usCd fbr milling operations? !.t o'-o d c'u.l

f,.{.r

3. cVD stand, fo, -r&g(d Vt{aur* ArpeW5. \-YL,r Slcrrrur rvr ____Jvwv'r'- - - t L\ .. l /

4. Photolithography is a type of patternir-rg technique ' f"v { -,-/'t t 'J.
5. 'Typical precursor used irt sol-gel dt'e LL!]-e'1-4[o'" -

6. Particles of ZrOl. Y20-' ancl Nano rvhiskers have been produced by

7. Wlrich sas serve s as bnltct' gas i, l-aser ablation? ('i" l''t' "'

B. What's the proceclure in Top-dowtl f abrication method? ft'' l l( E ftale,

g. wlrat is an example ollloltom Up approach? tc rl,c,' 11t'rs'6'lt''Lt

10, CNTs stands for Cerlror. 
^.,, 

r.o'l',&a

Cv

Snono-fr1 hbt
* to It"i do{

Value Added Course
Title: Introduction to Nano chemistry
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(YesA{o)

,/
(YesA{o)

{i^or
a'

(YesA',lo)

(YesA',lo)

6. Do you have any suggestions for enhancing or reducing the (YesA{o)

number of weeks designed for the program?

7. On the whole, is the program useful in terms of enriching (Yesa{o)

your knowledge?

8. Do you have any suggestions on the program? (Y

1. Is the programme interested to you

2. Have you attended all the session

3. ls the content ofthe program is adequate

' 4. Have the teacher covered the entire syllabus?

5. Is the number of hours adequate?

Feed Back Form

Name of the Student: E ' 'A"fi I

crass and Rou Number: Sr.a"c lcklln,\) 4 Y tSOfy I D 70D B

./

es,No)

Value Added  Course
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Feed Back Form

(Yes,/I',tro)
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(Yes,/l',lo)

(YesArlo)

Name of the Student: q , A'Tff'g\ {^o

crass and Rorr Number: 5 r-qst (C**6t y18 Y I 0O CIt tO ZAOT

1. Is the programme interested to 1,ou

2. Have you attended all the session

3. Is thc content of the program is aclequate

4. Have the teacher covered the enlire syllabus?

5. Is the number of hours adequate?

1-**

6. Do you have any suggestions lbr enhancing or reducing the (Yes,A{o)

number of weeks designed for the program?

./'
7 . On the whole, is the program useful in terms of enriching (YesA'.lo)

your knowledge?

,/
B. Do ;-'ou have any suggestions on the program? (YesNo)

(Yes/No)

(Yes/No)

t

Value Added Course
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Module-I

i.. ,r:riir,,,,,' lJ svrrlhcsi,rc difterent types of nanomaterials in the form of

'. r,,. r,.rr,.ijr-S. ir,i.;,-'s. r'ods. vr'iles, thin fllms, etc. Various physical, chemicai,

. :,-r i,r'i.i riclrriicl,.re s ar-c available to synthesize nanomaterials. The technique to

, ., t;r,.)il lllLr tiriil.l ilil rtf inti:i'est, type of nanostructure viz., zero-dimensional,

-r-li,irii:t .,r,.i i. or tu,il-clitnensicinal nraterial size, quantity, etc.

'.;,i:ii r,,".i:,,is: (ti) ntat'lt,ttr,,.,c/. baI milIing, melt mixing

,-ul , ir )r)r cie 1,i,:;irion. lnscr lLblation, sputter deposition, electric arc

,,,, ll]r;:iitl:tiilitl

,u,-'rii,)ds: colloids, sol-gel,

,,. "'ii.0(i$: bionrcrnblancs-

I--lJ t'llrns, inr,erse micelles.

I ) N,,1' " cuzyutcsl ntiCrOOrgan isn-tS.



SO

1\'iudule-II

I't,.,..;,.-...1..,,i:

(i "---r, .:."".i"':': il ir. .iscrl iri rti:ti'irtg 01'llanoparticles of some rnetals and alloys in the for-m

o1 ,r., ,.i.r , ,,.'.,ii, Liir'rrtiil r\)i)llil.ls one of rnore cotrtainers are used at a time to make fine

iri, . i , .': tij,ri.,iri,.rl iir' ,Lritil:i ui-lott Llrr'quantity cf interest. Hardened steel or tungsten

-- , , , :,,-' r), , , rti,,L..,r.-'l) rilung \\itll pow'der or flakes (<50 um) of a material of

ir . . :.., ;ilri-',.:,i clitr ,;-: iil'urbitlut') sizc ancl Shape. Container is closed with tight

i;t, . .,ri . , .r,,:iLfr.i ri,'e l'oliiiirrl et high speed (a few hundreds of rpm) around their own

lir.. ..i.-,,,. ,...ir 1..', uliil, ,',,LlrLu lrroLtnci Sorne Central axis and are therefOre Called as

i, : . . ,,,1, 'r i,tltr ii, i'utllitittr'r.i.rlc I'otatin-g around the centlal axis, the material is

1'. r'' , ,,i:, ri,.. is 1,,i,-;.:il rii-quinsl ilrc lvalls. Ilut due to the motion of the containers

lii. i ,, ii, .., .i ri.r:,. lllc iil:,r'iilil is ibrcecl to other region of the container. By controlling

tli , ','.: : ,.,,:Li-,i)ri i,l'tltc r'.rrrtriil axis and container as well as duration of milling, it is

l,t, r, .,' ,.. .,,.;;ii Li,. rltt.ri:ri i.r i'inc pouricr whosc sizc can be quitc uniform. Some of the

rii. . .- , . , . :. ,,'. [rr-', .. ,\l- l:c. ,\g"]:c etc. are rnade nanocrystailine using ball mill.

i ". . i. ' ,iiiiii,., ,;ir).1Ltcu siliiiler graiu size and larger defects in the parlicles.

11 iiriri .iortirr ;i,ti)uritics ll'oirr balls. The container may be filled with air or

it:- . r,i . ',,.'\rr'. llris clirl i,; lin adclitronal source of irnpurity. A temperature rise in the

iri. r. ., , i i,,., (.' is c\,,__i.r:.1 Lo trikc place during the collisions. Cryo_cooling is r-rsed

1.) r . ,- ..t.r-'ilr,t-(i ij,.'lir.

(,." i.-'ii ,..'"..:,: il i;fior,;li,l'. rri lirt'ttt orlirrcstthe nanoparticles inglass. Structurally, glass

i: , ..r: , ,; r,,,,.1. il. l.r,:r. Lonq lurige periociic arrangement as well as symmetry

iir, ". ,i . ,;, ,rir,i,i:. rlroii_rCLrt:s. \\'iicn a iiqLrid is cooled below certain temperature, it forms

lri . ., ,. .,.:ri,i-' r,i ltl'ir)i'.ilir)Lls s()licl (glass). Nuclei are formed spontaneously with\o_-_--l -

I-icr;.1r,::Cn(.;rl: ij;1 llrg ntclt) or- inhontoqcncous (on the surfihce of other materials) nucleation,,-.4_.., vrrrvr rrrqrwrrorJ/ rruulv4Llutl,

\" , i, 1,,.,. o[i- ..: eti'strtllirte solid. UsLrally, metals form crystalline solids but,

l' ' .., , ' l;::r. ..uoiirr:l ,::r-'. ijiey cllr, lirrnr antorphous solids. Such solicls are known as

Si: ,, \-. , ,,. .,1 ,lurtents l,r.-' il. P, Si ctc. hclps to keep thernetallic glasses in amorphous

il i.;,,r:;riblc to lornt nrllrccrvstals',r,ithin metallic glasses. It is also possible to fonn

,,t1i,,,.;..'ri.'ic,i i'rt'tuixirrs tits nrolten streams of metals at high velocity with turbulence.

,, ..ii,.,t t.,r,i',ritrthi\," niinoprLILicies are fbrrued.



!i, -.' , ,:i iriiitcl'iiil ,,i1ror'. lt coir,l finger on which clusters or nanoparticles ca1

Li, . ' ,. .. ,''i r..r1.r., Seliil)r'i,.u'nlittullllrl.iclcs and piston- anvil (an anangement in which

lri ' i, ,r.:i'cllll [te ;,,nt1tacted).;\ll the processes are carried out in a vacuum

ti, . ., ; ,,-' r,.'.ir.c.i rii,. rir, rri, tlrr_r clrd prodLtct cetn be obtained.

, i ,i;, iri'c.;:lL'i- Lilillil oritlu: are evelporated or srrblimated fi'om filaments or

['' i , - , ,,;-'illls iji.. i',. 'ilt. Nlo iri u'hich materials to be evaporated are held. Size,

si: . .' i;,' rii!' illlasc i/l J\''lllol'litcci nraterial can depend Llpon the gas pressure in

11"' .' ,',' .,1,,, r,'-'i'. t'itistct's,,ri)lil)oi)0rticle's condeltsed on the cold finger (water or Iiquid

iri ' 1,, i-ra sir'1, ,..i til'l iirsirlc LItc vacuunt system. The proccss of evaporation

tt:' ' r' .,, L)- r' -'Li-'.i \e\'!'l'rtl times trntil enough qLlantity of material falls

tir , , . , ,;, .,,l, jclt li ir,:.,i.;il-ritlt,ii trr-r'ulgetllent ItaS been provided.

(u. - ...... - ,.',i-i' ljtrrtrl i.,.'1,(,,rirrult: It is useful to obtain adherent and high quality single

( r' I 'r ' ' 'r,, : i'ii.r I- tir) lrolrsisL:s of a sorlrce of evaporation, a nozzle through

\' i r "\l).iil,i r.i,) i.i.] clllintlrcr, an clectron beam to ionize the clusters, an

l:': I .i ...'--'i.i'i.ltt ii;.' ;iii:,Lct's anri n substratc on which nanoparticle film gan be

(ii ' '-i .. ,:,,::-'.i iri it sLtiir,i;ic \rcullur chamber. Small clusters from rnolten material are

''\ ' lj,-: iltte ir',r..'i.. 'fhc rripor pressure, -10 torr to 10-2 torr needs to be

,.-.: rrirrl il,.' ,,,,,,,1- nccd' 1o have a cliameter larger than the mean free path

t ' - ,,i, , itt ilL' ', ii,r'r r) ltt tlte soLrrce to fbrm the clusters. On collision with
ti i I r'-i i sci i.,,.r,;.i. DLte to appliccl accelcrating voltagc, the clusters are

tri; . .. :; -. ,..)5ti.-ri- , -, .,rrrtrolling the accelerating voltage, it is possible to contr.ol

1ii' " -" ' , ,'r: iilc cllr,,ii., irit thc srrbstrate. Thus it is possible to obtain the films of
1r.,. . ,..i ,, r,,il iisit,l ,,;r.r ,;.r-ll clLtstct.beall.

( l .;::1, iri.)\\\'r i iiu scl illt is a ultra high vacuullt or high vacuum system

r"'' ' ' : ..," r..'i'iCiluij\r' r':r:; irtLt'oclLtction {acility, laser beam, solid target and coolcd

sr'rr ' i)i illl\" r,,.11-'iilii ol'r.i'hich solid target can be made are possible to
:i'r ' , . , l.l l,ii- iiii i I i.i'r.' n'avcicngth sllch as excimer laser is necessary because

.,:,rt,ic rLi.r, r;{icrt rellected by son-re of the metal surface. A

' .., '-'i'U\irir,,'r,i-'r rirc ll ltrilt:; fl'orl a solrd source, atoms collide with inert gas



pl'r'i

'..'.':-]il:ics):li1(...,.]{li0l.lthcrtltbrtningclusters.TheycondenseontheCooled

.,.,i:.i"i i: i,11..,, 1.:irtl\r.u lls lilser ablation" Gas pressule is very Critical in

. ,.,,. i.: :.rz- ,..: ill:.tribLtli'rtt' Simultaneous evaporation of another material

l.rritl.et.ialsrrlirtertgasleadstotlrefonnattonofalloysor. , , \J UVLil)\llli'! l'i

il. ,,,, ,,t' I-i"'' '' 
"rssistcti 

litpositon: Flere a mixture of reactant gases ls

Lir,..:',.l\t'.,'.l..li,.i.i-i'|.,Cl.tt}lit,l)resenccOlsomeinerlgaslikeheliumorargon.

,,\i i,, rr-.'l Lri .ilc''i"r''):irr'l l'eliellllii gases collide'nvith inert gas atoms and interact

\\'. , ... ,,i.1)\\' lltl(l il.-, iiicii get Clepositeil on Cooled substrate. Many materials like

;.1'.].''iL.:i.u.i'il.tr.r.li.'':iz-cc]ititlanocrvstallinelorrrrbythisrnethod'Heretoo,gas

r rr.,:.tliir'' , t .. 'ii .itcitlirl,l Lhe particle size and their distribution'

. ,:;.l.,rl: ltl .',.-ii.tji-clcllusillon, Some inert gas ions like Ar are incident on
\l;,

ir r. I : I ;,ti-I.*\.. i'lr- irrirs becotlie neutral at the sud-ace but due to their energy'

iii,..,,-.,1i:iirtl])il'r'l':ii'9ctbc'tlllcleclback'createcollisioncascadesintarget

,,i:"t rrl tir- :.i.rrtii in lite tatget crcllting vacancies, interstitials and other

;r_, i;fi:iutb-.r,,,. .r.;rtc pl)otolls uhilc loosing energy to targct atoms or evcn

,rir,.lJt ritiii,,: ri;rilccLrlcs. clusters, ions and secondary electrons' Sputter

. .:-,1,r LrSCrl rl,,i, ijlrir clepo:'iliou technique, specially to obtain stoichiometric

-ri ;i)riL:r.iii: ir:j.!ct n]lrLeria[ may be some al[oy, ceramic or compound' It

:jiiiii-t il.,ii,.iir)(isit ntLrltilaver fitrns fol mirors or magnetic films for

5,r r-i.-'iiuir-\, ,ii: ; :,ltutlcliilg or magnetron sputtering. ln all these methods'

(rl. j. ,. ()i i)iirsl)I.. iri .)\)inc irrci'[ gas atoms oI leactive gases' The deposition is

\t'. . ..'.'';l tr'lliill i] li:.,j)titt0f tillqet and the other is a Stlbstrate, gas introduction

i..

It ,rri.*e1 i' i..i.i ut lrrgli rlcgative voltage and substrate may be at positive'
i', . : .

!,, i,,,..irii:ri. ,.,,r.1,:rtcS ulirv bc sintLrltancously heatcd or cooled depending

t.i , . -.']1r.. (;iiu: i',.. l.JLItlil.cil 
,oase pressure is attained in the vacuum System,

[l:'. ,iil..:tlr'Lel.i 'ii .ili,rr. 1.ltcs,rtt.e. A r,isible glow is observed and Current flor,vs

1,. : 'l..,ii.itit.l,'.;,'iiilrlg tirt-Jtpositron onset. When sufficiently high voltage is

r , r1l1 ,. r,: r.i.. rvitli l uas in it. a glow clischarge is set up with diff.erent
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,:- sir.r\\. L,.,',i-.-"s tlark s1l:ice, negative glolv' Faraday dark space' positive

:.,,,, ,:)Lt.!- r,l .i .,,rr-r(lc glol.'rhese regions are the reslllt of plasma' Plasma

-' :'ri'rt Ii'.',r.' ,,,,r-{ lltltl 1r1ii'tr'lns' Plasrna is overall neutral but therecan be

:. r,iJrlilirr,i.,,,,l', ()l'llu)iiivc or llcgative chargc' Thc dcnsity of various

..rri:,:.iii i)\..i i.,rrrcii tltcr';ri'e Spleilcl and distributed depends upon the gas

ir: .''iiiz i. 'r ii''ircv is t,s.d and the electrodes can be insulating' However'

. ,.-i,:rrrrlrl\ .:i-',1 tl'cclLl.tr:"' for deposition' Target itself biases to negative

i, iti.t cfj.ic;,.,r..., cLrn bc i'rirther increased using magnetic field' when both

:i, l'ir.i,is r, ,i;iriiltlirrtrr;iiSl! on a charged particle, tbrce is acted upon it'

:,,,,:ii.lti .., ,r l:ii(l is lii''1c to iotrizc more atofils in the gas' ln practice'

, ,it::1rcii, il. l.i:. Lo tlre ilrrcction of electric t-reld are used to firrther increase

I ij 11s. iric, iiliing thc cl-liciency of sputtering. By introducing gases like

. r ; rl:i, -rl'J ,, irilu rtrctlti Iilrgets are sputtered' one can obtain metal oxides

Lr. ,.i..:," ":rtrbidcs.'i,":.. 
-!'his 

is litlown as reactive sputtering'

-i i, .'., t,l.i]l L)C i:ij..;]CI Cllhxllced using nricrowave frequency and coupling the

l'J',..''.-]]u['ulJ'.,''',..sirlllillglleticfielcl.IonizationdensityusingElectron

(,..'1.-'lliil:,i...islilltrt-tt-..jorclersofrnagnitudelarger.Thinfilrrrsand

1,r , -.'i ::i;l( '."'i tLi: ltrtlc tlccnobtaincdusingthistechniqure'

,r.,,r.i:l r-r ir i,J e .rnsitlc,.;ri as a tlansport of reactant vapollr or reactant gas

. ri ,iJ1ii lir-',!;iilj higlr f'-rrlperatllre \\rhere the reactant cracks into different

. i., ',- rr11 Lr'u'.,r lrrce. tilr'1'lgo soll-]e chemical reaction at appropriate site'

,,;,.rl.i|i1ir.'r1.::,iter'ltlltrtt't'ialfilm'Tireby-ploductscreatedonthesubsfuate

,,. -, ii.i-i' i' r,,'' iliiscuLls irhasc rcmovit-lg thetn from the substrate' Vapours

i.,.Li i,rt L,lL'r,i l)r'llllpcti iilto reaction chamber using some carrier gas' ln

, i.i.,,rs riii.i\r r;rJiii througlr ae rosol fbrmation in gas phase. There are variolls

. - r'i.Lit,L: .,i :lts. e h.'t'rtical reaction between different source gases'

,l LIn'rrorro" it iq.
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.. .i,,.i,J1i,.)u..i.-irt:i ut tiru sLtbstrate rather than in the gas phase. Usually

., ,-, i,lili.t .' ,,, ri..tl itl 1ilc sllbstrate. There are two ways viz., hot wall and

,..,;:,ii.itlt, r,r.'illutrti. in hot u,all set up the deposition can take place even

(,i. .,r:, :ri:iioi,:.:,i iir colcl \\lrll dcsiglr. Besidcs this, the reaction can take placc

ir, , . : .\'"iii r.i,.,,i,.,rr.r\rhich i: slrppressed in cold wall set up. Further, coupling

L i i, : , -., ,,;,,,-ri i'Jii-ii,,,i rit coi*-i \\'llI set up is feasible. Usually gas pressures in the

., t.(l tori iiri rise(l. (lr.rwth rate and film quality depend upon the gas

.. ,. . r,:.,Liiit- ti'r'r1r.i'iriltrc. \\'iicn the grclwth takes place at low temperafltre, it is

,,. ; .;i':itl, ilrr'-t i.lllSiOll.

, .,'.: i,r i:,,;,i, i, , bcelrttse of relatively simple instrumentation, ease of

r. . iijiir!\ \r,iiriiirs of ('\'l) like rnetallo organic CVD (MOCVD), atomic

, .1; :, )l i.ri,.;r,.r .:}itiLr,r' r \'l'tl), plasltra enhanced CVD (PECVD) etc. They

,, .'ri,,l-it'i'. :, ..,,trctf icll I ilrvollt, teiltperature Llsed etc.

,, i li'lirii.i.-fli.'s rnti c.irbon nanotllbes. It requires water cooled vacuuln

i,r irr',i.,. :iri .il'e Lriirlcen thcnt. The positive electrode itself acts as the

. ;: :.,ii).' i.i ,i\:iI tir',] lLr bc used, there can be sorne aclditional then-nal

,.i,:, i.; .. iiil:ir rrrrd hillr clrrrent -50 to 100 arnperes is passed frorn a 1ow

, r ,l-l- i,i '.,ii-;. iircr'r ils pl'cssLrrc is rlaintaincd in thc vacuum systeltt.

ri;'rlii,-' rrir,L.,'r'ilii u\irl)orates. This is possible as along as the discharge

. ,, ;l,ii.ii..r i ,.'i,i'c L).i\\een the tu,'o graphiteelectrodes, it is possible to get

i.,.rrir-r'. lir .'r:,,"' o1'lirliclctres, the formation occurs at low helium pressure

,.i ., ,r.i iilr;r:rir.riLiLrc lir-rriation. Also, fullerenes are obtainedbypurification

. ,. rr, iiliiei' i,.iii:; r;l'\'lcLriiltl char-nber, whereas nanotubes are found to be

,. , ;i! :1:i., )..'r,iii.c lii'i'.l iit the central pofiion of the cathode. No carbon

i, ri t.i ;11,.,i,-'i' tf lLIl:l

ii;ir ,.,-iirtrtl iri.rir cncrgy (f-ew keV to hundereds of keV) or lou'

Li:i.'., ii) tibiliirr rirnopal-ticles. Ions of interest are usually formed

ri--ii,:r;.'ri t() pr()rlLrcc metal ions, which are accelerated to high or
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l,; . ..i,l :iilb:,lrrr :iclLtccl to tcw hunclered of C. Depending upon the energy f

tl,. , r \ :;iii)ti:i (riirur 1rr'occsscs iike sputtering and generation of electromagnetic

r:,. :r . ,i:..:c ii i.; 1,,,,,siirlc lri.rbtain sitrgle element nanopafticles or compounds

li., I , ,l :l iillC rliJ,.l..rri. iit .irrirr!'cxpcl'i llcnts it has been possiblc to even obtain

r-r , , ,.,,:. i rr\\,' rr,-''r' tlre rgr') uilploying ion accelerators like a pelletron.

. ..,- .',,iilri'r.; i tirrli): 'lliis 
tcchnicllle of deposition can be used to deposit

, . ii..-l "1Lr:,rilt.trr tii)1.S. rlrllilitun'] wells, quantum wires in a very controlled

'.' .,i.,rri'ii\' ,', r,,riitrilil.r is achievable using ultra high vacLlum (betterthan

. ,.,r .,1i.i,.,,iii.,,r lirlrri\li AS Kundscn cell (K_cell) or clfusion cell are

rir.;iJe tii.:i i,r'iiitis u1'Lite coustituent elements. The late of deposition is

, ,,i;rii-rlC lr'lr1ir-ri.lilul'e i:; ratherhigh in order to achieve sufficient mobility

.i,..,i,,,,-i;-,.r. .r.irl br rririr-le by decornposing solids at high temperature

. ,.r. iii.ii ;tr,,i,,.-'., j.rr lrrti,,rrs ol' ntctll organic compounds. The process is

-rrrtt,1;ir'. .rirlii ljthrunr particlcs can be mado by decomposing lithium

r i. ,'l,i i:r ';1,,..r.1 ii.t ittr ct'ltcuatcd cluartz tube and heated to 400 C. At but

. .',.i. Ii- li r:. i,.r ,!ll ::.lLr ri,hich is observed by an increase in the pressure

,r - li; i] it:\' ,iiririrr': ilr. prc'SSLu'e drops back to its original low value,

"-- 
lirr:, r;.'-ir i'CirlL)r..rii. The renlaining lithium atoms coalesce to form

. i: i i.,:ir'ticir',,. i':iniclcs Icss than 5nm can be made by this method.

, i,..:,,-r.'ci L:'' ,t,lr',.,.[iicir'iir iit] apptopriate gaS.

.-.^:i,q.ii r'Lii .-.i llrre;: lrlivc bccn r.rscd in the synthesis o1'nanoparticles of

, :.';rriiit)lr lLtrii :i r'criticiirg aqent are tlorved through a blenderlike device.

.. ' , :: 'r,rli.i ,-1i,,1.. rihiclr r'r)ti-ites in the solution. The solid disk is subjected to

iiir ii-..1iir:-r i,rtt:il)riiS ott the surface of the disk. Silver nitrate and the

. Lir's.r lr,,l :t;;tilS" l'J:iillting in the fbrmation of srna1l silver particles,

. r-,i 1r..rr; r.i-' srririiiun using a centrifuge. The size of particles is

,:.. \.,i rrrj :.r-,!ri'fiirri r\irrtion specd of the disk. This method is capable of

. , .ril.

,-t,--.,.,1Uli,ll-,lr-.r

(;: .i i,. ' :rlit;jtrltl.: .ri,ri lli\,cl' L,r, layer growth to obtain nanostructures.
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' : :, i\':ililli 1r.ls (,i'Llsillg cltcttlical nlethods' which are -

i,,i' l,.' :r ill:ilililllentiti()i] col-Ilpared to many physical methods

-' ( I l-i0 C) svnlh;sis

.rrr li.urits (lorls) 1;t.,ssible during synthesis

;llri sltitpe s are ilossible

, i t)irilrilling is possible

, .,:,.;i.ls ri: ',.,i.itrutls: '/\ class of rnaterials in which trvo or more phases

.. .'linc i.,i''i,,llt'ctlt tir:itct'iitls co-exist with at least one dimension less

,r i;il(),!,,ii rr; u,ilgi.i:,. Colloicls rnay be particles, plates, or fibers'

,,,i;-e 1:.1:i .,i ei.,lloitis. irlu'hich one of the dirnensions of colloids is in

. . i .,rr f orioi.l:' ritc tilc prirticles suspended in some host matrix'

Iti;,t,t.,..,1i, t

sur'riiJ: Lla-' ti, 1.,

C0llgri l:i.;.;.i

Ciistlci':',.'ti irr

iltt-fl,.iil,,l:;

l:i

:L

ill\

1lli,:'l,.tll,.rl :ir\ .

illi- t'li"'iri,;i r':lti

C1..,it.i.;,i I tl;,ilt

di;-,o1.-',, ')l'iii()

Cul.(r,.;r l;l :;

chliril'..: ,.;i' i'r \l

1-lli,'li.:i,':1. irl;i

ktli,\'r l, ir:i ii,.ii

!\iiltllii,l.cSuffacetovolumeratio.Thereloreatomsontheij"''

, . ,,, i.:.rJtrii-' ri-.[-. rt'hicli casily interact to form bigger particles or tend to

,:.jicSSlry t., Lir)dci'stirpcl lhc Stability of colloids i'e., |ow the colloids

,,r ,illt ]cl],:rirr sLrslterrrletl particles. In general there are a number of

. I i ,r.e iii.. irr. L\,|)cS 1l'irrteractions: attractive and repr.rlsive. Repulsive

,.rr;.i ,i1, il.i,.-' r)l'lirriir t'epLllsiVe interaction and long range attractirre

, ,.ii.; tiiiil:\ [,rii l{clrLilsive part arises due to repulsion between electron

, .,r;.i riilr.rr,tir. i)iir-t is tiuc to interatction between fluctuating orpermanent

. -,.:rilcs llt,: rLttracliVc fbrces between colloidal pafiicles reduced in

,...iiirr,r. . r.,lioiris iir Iicluici luay be positivcly charged, negativcly

.i ijL,l irr r.r,,r5ri elr:ji:i ihey arc charged. As there are some charges on

,.,:.,,i.1 !rjiit,:r.s lieetitrirtlltte arollnd them. Oppositely charged ions are

cli,i,l;,; ::,.,,;,' l',r,i.riiiLi of colloids Can bc increased by stearic hinderance or repulsion' By

*ti:rJrt.;:i! tir)irt: i:,r',.,r.s ol'a rlil1":rcrrt rlaleriai on colloidal partiCleS eg' polymer it iS pOSSible

to ,:.1i,. iir'- li .,.iilirt'.: tirrces lie itl'cen the tn"

.r.-.. ^.-^ ,-L+^i-^,{ or-o ^or'riprl nrrf in (rlass

a

a

a
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l.-'1.-. l) ,. , ,.. illa::l l.Jit.l()r Ltsitlrliy lras a provision to introduce Some precursors,

!.i r, ,, .; il.f tritrl),,l,iLrl'e. llii etc. cluring the reaction. It is usually possible to

r.jr ,. i .:, ,r rLrirrrr.rl.' iinrc intci'r'ats. I{eaction is usually carried out under inert

Dr.i.:,li .,i.,,) 1lt',r. l:i,rir 111xslt-: til stir the reactants during the reaction by Using

-l'1 
., L :: .'.,' llCC.i l'-l

,,,rireSi:; ,.ir iiiil)()llirLiiics is a cotlplex process, by understanding how

.,: Ui'prir-tiiic,; rritcs 1tluce, it is possible to control the various steps and

rsiicr.,r-..i iriri)i)[lr-lt.tiuies. This can be done with the help of LaMer

. i)ri ii:..r-,,risiiir, lirc itrnccntration of thc reactants in the solution. at

,ri.,,(.r. i,i.. litirrurlir)r1 of nr,rclci begins. There is no precipitate at this

ittcrtr:'' irl colli''elltratioll increases nuclei formation up to a

' 
ir)r-r\,,c ir iriiir lherc is 'super satUration' between CN and CS'

. .r,,.,,LriCS ilie tiLrilitllLllll rilte of nUclei formation. When nuclei formation

., . ,i,ri-rir,riii,, ,r.iiiuctrltiilitltt for tlLtcleation is reached' No new nuclei can

, ,..r Jr'(,\\'iii ,,.lt,uuS ili,: Ct'lt'tcCt'ttrartiOn. At thiS COnCentfatiOn CS, an

I ,.. ,. Ii'l',irt :ir.;--lci ll;c lir;trcd dLrring the growth of particles, parlicle with

:,,,;r llr'c ()[)lr;riJri. 'filer"clore it is very important that concentration of

.,, , 'ii., tiirr,.;irc s|".e its be acijustccl properly in order that no fresh nuclei

.,ri.eririrlri.)ii ul sriltiie ancl itsclifflusion to dissolve species be adjusted

.. . ri.) ll::.t, iiLiiici ule ibrr-nec1 once the concentration has reached CN.

,, ,,i lil L;tr: ,,r..\;)cltsc ol':it)talIcr particles. Largcr particles are more stable

, ,;i:ru Ut :,r;l-tllet'1;:iriicIcs. ThiS growth mode iS known as Ostwald

. ., ,..,r-cc i,rr-i"ii'gc pal'ticlcs is the reduction in surface free energy.

, :.t.tiL''tr r i'..rliicrr srrithesized by reduction of some metal salt or acid.

,, ,:,Irlc :,.rl.i put'Liclts cittt bc obtained by reducing choloroauric acid

, . .;,i uiii'i,L" l '"ri.l('irii-;r)7). The reaction takes place as follows -

I :i.i,Ll-5()7 ,\Li, -Cl6ll5O- + HCI + 3NaCl. t

, .: .,, ilLlL'irriiii)rt trrrr-i crindensation. They grow bigger in size by reduction

: l;r. 51i-i1.u l-5csc lrorls are stabilized by oppositely charged citrate

i .. ,,i:,ie ;,,,: ,-.,iiitJit ltiic,i:iC rcr:l, lnagenta etC.. COIOUTS, depending UpOn the

: .,,,.r,iiit'irri..: ,ri.c ,tliriiizecl by repulsive Coulomb interaction. It is also



(b) r-,.

ittLit li:,,

tltr:' t ,r ,

,. .,.;iil nrL:rcirlrr'ticles Lrsing thiol or some other capping molecules. In a

,rr11r,,ii. ,rr coppe l' rurcl other uretal nanoparticles can be synthesized

,,:ii)j r. i.,r,i)ilittLil'L:.,.'[], duration of synthesis etc., Particle size, size

...,:. :,ti'i)n,:ii -iilrettcl ritr lltc rcactiotl parametcrs and can be controlled to

. .i. ,: , It is irl.,., ;itrssiblc i.., synthesize alloy nanoparticles using appropriate

.,ii)t iiittt;,t;:ti'tit'lt"; ilin be syuthesized by wet chemical route using

- , ,ri-lc:rlrrt',)l;clrrcl,rrs like CdS and ZnS catt be synthesized easily by

. i , , ..., ,,::cipit:itirn. l:'orcxrrrnpletoobtainZnSnanoparticles anyzinc saltlike

,r ,..- , ,rinciiri,.,r'iclc (ZnL'i2)can bc dissolvcd in aqeous (ornonaqeous) liquid

i , :oiiiLr.;ii. iirrllrru irrr: sir-nple lcitction results to give particles of ZnS.

; . .ri.;uli:, r.ri1r' :iill Lt>e lilllowing reactiOns:

i ,: r)i oi:,:rir,.-'-i Lisirr:l irr,l)r'ol)l'iate seleniunt giving salt. However, all these

. :,,"r surr:r.:i i,irs:;ivi.rriit lis colloids fbnned in liquids have a tendency to

., ,,r" L;c ;,.ririii.:rit to lirtp them trpart. However, stearic hindrance can be

,. ;', c(iriLiriJ. lirc paltiiles to keep them apart. This is often known as

., .: ixis Lr.:*.,,i,.r rr niii.riy Lrsed method in the synthesis of nanoparticles.

, . i .ril)lcri r.,L;i,- iS lirlrr. onecan get stable particles of variety of aterials

, l;Lr . i ri .iirul tli , irts o{-f thc liquid. Coatings rnay be part o1'post-

. . .,r llic r,,Lrlr -:ii rcacLr,ilrs to obtain nanoparticles. If it is a part of the

. r.. .()lr..i,;;i.ir.ii.ri.r trf irrPlting ntolecules can be used in two ways, to

: ,, i.rr\ i-i, 1 ,r.rrttir! .r.pcuding on the reactants. In high ternperature

.rrgtrrrorrrrtrilic reactants are injected in some solvent like

, t,.ir irclcl ui tclnperatLtrc

iii!'i,iiiirl: 'l iris technicltte to transfer organic layers at air-liquid

1.rrou'n l.rr nearly 70 years. The technique was developed by

rli.;.ir..ir. ;ir tltis tcchrtique onc uses arnphiphilic long chain



,., i:Lttvrieiti;. i\tr anlpitiphilic nlolecule has a hydrophilic group (water

!,'.;.'rihlii;.liri'tibicglotiP(waterhating)attheotherend'Asanexample

,, o1' .rl't'.;l..lic llcjrl. rl.lriclr alts a chernical formula [CH3(CH2)16

ill,'lli\:il'i.-i,l.lil{cliltiltorcarlicchainswitlrgcneralcl-renricalformula

,, .l rri., ,tl llati-il'U.

.1.'.,,.'iit>l.llri.cltntjiiliitcstoforrr-rL-Bfilms.Thisisnecessaryinorderto

't,1trrii,.;l,i,llleelirl:i\\'CllSepalatedfrOmeachOther'WhenSUCh

..'.l.i..illulii.,lcuLil:.,1.'pt.caclthcrirselvesonsurfaceol.waterinsuclra

i ..,. ] ,iic ciiii:. .li.Lctt c;i 1li,.l as lreacls. are immersed in water, whereas the

) ',- - .,,.:cl li j trriis rctt'tirill in air" Thcy are also surface active agents or

,,i,.::.:itelirrtl'llilrltiIicrrl'rlcculesi'e'atnorganicchainmoleculeinwhichat

., l,\'tll''.'lri:,i;i (ri'lttti' j(]r'ing) artcl at the other a nonpolar' hydrophobic

..:iiir)ritsl.i;irruiiiri')\'tblObarrier'itispossibletocompressthese

...i,Jttl:'Jtiiilttliiit.litanronolayerandalignthetaiis'Itishowever

. : ..' .1, ', ' .,iic arrtl iit,til.ollhobjc cnds are well Separated. Such a monolayer is two

I .. I,ri'tfl ci.rit DL-'rt'linslr|tccl o11 soll-)e suitable solid substrates like glass'

r:,ili;',ri;,rriiirrgili;'oliclsttbslratcintheliquid'inwhichordered

r.(r:- it li..r l,l\)llil[LIycl is alrcady'lirnned'

.,:r .ri. i -il irlr.s is clrle by fbllowing steps: (1) A monolayer of amphiphilic

, -i

I ,, ',..i ir: rirt.ii.1ui.i t-li i-lrc substr;rte is pulled out, during which ordered

I , ..i lii. )r.iLr!i,i-rii. t+; whcn tirc substratc is again dipped, molecules

ti.r : rrL;iii:,i,1 itrluirr.rg ir sccond layer on the substrate (5) As the

,,i'.,r,ir',,..'il illYcrs ciin bc translormcd on a substrate'

' : .:,.-C 1.\lld: ()i i--F] i.iirits rvith clifferent multilayer Sequence. These are

, : . L','1)r ii, \-irire : 1'rlposition only during insertion o1'substrate (2)Y-

,, ,.Jtl jl)\ :rj i) i. 5Ll[)Sil-ltti. Y typc of f-llms are most comtlon. Although thc

..,'.. i:l ll,;;i'r, l]lt ,,i.ili (I-l' Waals irrteraction between dilferent layers. Thus

. . ; ril'ilcr,)1 riliiit;Sll'LlClLii.edt-tlatet'ials'

.'..;' lliilii)lr.Lr'ti"lt':i lrsirig L-B technique' A metal salt like CdClZ

\\lrL(';i)iIstli'iiictt;fwhichacompresseduniformmonolayer

or

of

L-il L'ili

It ,-i l

Lll, , '

,:;ii;]

::i ll I
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iir-'i:,ri i,, .ri ,'.:lr.l. \\/llell IJ2S gas is passed in the

tc,,', .ri ,il'rri(;iilutcl's can be lorrlled' Particles are

iJlr. rirlir.,l'il iiliir()iilrrticies ale llOt fbrrled'

solution, CdS or ZnS nanoparticles of

uniform in size. If surfactants are not

'\s tit'r iiriirle illli)'ics so1-geI involves two types of materials or

,r .. rrcl . i'il'|t'J :rt'c sct;tal aclr'antages of sol-gel: All sol-gel formation

Il -.. : ,, ti'ttri.,,-rr'.ltLrL'. proeris. This lneans less energy consLlmption and leSS

.. iitc [,.'rr-.iii.s lilic g,:Lting ullic]Lle materials Such aS aerogels, zeolites,

. . r,,'i-;rrr,,1,.--iilol'S:lllir ilybridization are Llnique to sol-gel process' It is

,. .. ;trr lili.:,),rlir'ti'i-liS" ir',i1(lft)cis,IlLlllgtubes etc', using sol-gel technique'

.._ .r u liL;r.;i.i. il,e_r,rrrr iitLrs a subclass of colloids. Gels are nothing but a

, ;irrfriCies \\ irh porcs tillcd with liquid (or polymers containing liquid)'

,iS liriiitritrr)Lt ()1r'si,ls'in a liquicl and thell conllecting the sol particles

,,a.,1 1.i:1),ili,.l l, i)',ii)]rls nct\\'ork) to lorm a network' By drying the

I r:l :;.,:.i..1:ir rr) ()btlin 1io,uvtiei"s, thil lllrlS Or even monolithio Solid.

S;r i , .. . ,icrrji.,i ;riir)i\rs li,,,,irtllysis olprecttrsors, condensation followed by

lli,, .. . . r. ,,riil 1)Lri-iui.rs. 
gclatittrr arrd drying plocess by various routes' Precursors

(s, .., . : r :. - i0 l;ilit.,sitr sittlilrirllcyhitvcatcndencytOfOrmgels'BothalkOxideS

. '-.i ,1r..,"i.ir. ir:i,. lt general lbrmula M(ROH)n' where M is a

,;.ii). r.rr,,i ,r r:- iiic ttii,iiltcr of (lf.Oli) groups with each cation' Salts are

.r ,. ,it ri r:,:if.iiir)rlrlriti Xrsananion.AlthoughitiSnotmandatorythat

,, .. r)\, ;.r s()l-!ui 1"rr.occss. often oxicle ceramics are best synthesized by a

, ,,ric iii iiii;u. Sio-l rior.r[) with Si at the centre and four oxygen atoms

,.. .1(),i ii,-. rr.rr' i.iclii ,,,r'fiillling sols with interconnectivity through the

t.rlr.lrt I :.r,rrii r.L,,rics or ll()fes. By polycodensation process (i.e.,

lrr. , , . , c.,rrl,;;l l.):r,ll'lcr [,i'rerloval of some atoms from small molecules

,1. -

rli:ii:,i:i ,.)i rii.inolliriiicles in the cavities produced in rnicroemulsion is

, ,-i\:i,,ir,r,- rrt' illis ir,;llltlti is tlie biocompatibility and biodegradability

.,ir, iL',rrilriJirtrrirY Llr,-'tirl. Whenever two immiscible liquids are



, ,,.i1

liiri

i.il)\

.. r, ,.siirr-,,'ri r\)!lclhcr. litcy are ktlolvn to fbrnl what is called'emulsion''

,,igi.is is:;,.ielr tlltt Liic liquid isslraller quantity tries to form small

I r1r,i.,, .rj- iri\ci.s so iiLril they are all separate<l fiom the rest of the liquid

,, i.ri ,;l ,trlil,;. 1'lil .l|oplct sizcs in ctnttlsiol-t are usually larger than

riiiir,:i-ri ;. irrtlr-llsi.,tls are usually turbid in appearance' On the other

Jiii:;:r til' ,ntruisciltic liquicls. ktror,vn as lnicroemulsions which are

, ;lul:; rrr..r iir r|c rrrirgc gf -1 tg 100 nm. This is size needed for the

r..,: :,is \1,:i.,lrirrilsit)its lrrc stabilizecl using surfactants (surface stabilized

.ll(.,1'1.1i'll-ii'iii.lLiii[iri.iil(0),\vi}ter(W)andSllrfactant(T)aremixed

:i.irr.:1,i .\)li,,iiltr'-it,.)r1.'n1icclles'or inverse micelles are formed'

I rc.''rr,Lr.iil,.l rii \\iiii.i llltci ofganic liqurid. Miccllcs are folned with

,,, ' ,: tilii':lli1 11i'; llrt;irt.i in exccss of organic liquid or oil' The ratio of

.:,.. ,, i; lrlj)uii:iilt to it.'cicle rvhichtype of micelle will be formed and

: :i L.t';llil'\' pirltsC .1 ilt{ram, tlsillg a triangle' Cornposition can be

lr,].., 1;.,r_iii-.i ri, r,ii thrce siclcs of the triangle. A modified phase

,,:.tr i- i,i:rir.;rri ir1:iir can be cclrtstructed lor finer details. The critical

, ...,.ri[.,, .il,).-'i,tl:Ll|)iiii llI W, O and T concentrations. Effect of T is to

.. , ,.,* ut \\,riLf r' .irarlltL,eallybelovv CMC and rCmain Constant abOve it, aS

,, .ct)li.liiii,r, i:; iicltt ti,i i6Creasipg.There are four types of surfactants in

,.ll ,\iiiortic: cs. R-SO3-Nttl-

,2-L I t2-o)20-t{

i,,.rtliittcs.

;1tLrt.Li-ir::; r,f iittcllri., SClniCOllductors and inSulators) Cobalt, Copper,

. .,,,i,::r , i. " i,lii r' l-,,.,.:r.r syllthCsiZed LISillg l-llicroemulSiOnS Or inverse

:ii .r,.).,1: rrlrrii)1)lliiicles - ,,\ revcrse r-nice11er solution of water and

r,l:riiiL ri rrrorrli.t\ u;' ot' surlactant like sodium bis (2-ethylhexyl)

,,)'i ) li,c cli'opleL .lianteter is controlled simply by controlling the

, iri;. il-i,' i.il,.ilirrnS lilrVing sallle clialneter of droplets can be formed'

. i,.ii u i. iri -rr.i-l')i t _... cobalt bis (2-cthylhexyl) sulfosuccinate aud the

r.i iiii ii,',.1;.,1;i,lii[,'f Nal]l-{.1). When tu'o sOlutions aremixed together

: ,,,..ri...r ,.::,..ur but thc color chatiges from pink to black. one can findby electron

;i,1,i', si3 tlilrL cobalt llirlloparticlt:s aIe formed'

A lrirlri ,

C'li' U -

ltrr-;ll"',



... , .:tii,,r.ir :ci lr'lti Lr ires of lcdLlcillg agents can be used to produce

,. .; .,lili,:,jii i-iijijr.lir. aucl NaBH4 where Et denotes ethyl (-C2H5)

,. ': : iti.,1ll'il,ii.l.s tli'ttltlll,llilctll.ttrl (Mo) can be reduced in toluene solution

..i..'.'..i.iili).i.iiLti1.L].proriclirtgalrighyielctofMonanoparlicleshaving

, .l; , l -i".' L).Lli trir'''- bY clccorltposing Me2EINAlH3 in toluene and

,ii..(i.,,lii{\'i.'i:;rl}cthvl.-CI{3)'Titaniumisopropoxideisadded

..1.1.;i;l,i li..[:] |i} li .'iilitlvst tbr the reaction. The choice of catalyst

,!, l)iiiLitl..s pror-llti:uJ. For it-tstlttlcc, 80 nrlr particles have been made

.l:iri.j'.i-'ilrtstllci'lrcic[canbea<lcledtothesolutiontocoatthe
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usc oir t:i7.f,,;

usc o i' 1i itil-: i r

(Ai S','i,llir:,

nttlrils.-0irt.

pl'occ:js,

h1,rlrog,

liiie an

cefL;ilir i)trti.r

p0l\rslr'r irLri i-t ...

Ct)tir1li3'. \\/;iri;

nlarL-llS r:i' ifr,,., r

ExlLnrpi,-:l:

Pscuclor,,onl, ;

foliorvir.;1

pt'i' irilt

; rirr;1.11 :tl). pt'oLlLrcrs gold nanoltarticles extracellularly.

^\l.r"iule-lV

r ' ir,is ,:r,iiro;l i;i,iiugi':il iltgrcdicnts can be roughly divided into

:,r: [)l' i]irlltl eXtlactS

rti"'r liitc llNA. nrcnrbtrncs. viluses

., .i.iiriy riricr'otiI'gauistlrs: Nlicroorganisms are capable of interacting with

,.:. i:i cirnllct witii tircrn thloLigh their cclls and fonr nanopafticles. Different

r:";uril- inicroorganisLn inleriictions are: (i) Some microorganisms produce

,. ii cltri ,rritiizu (ir.J.lnic nratter forrning sr,rlphate, which in turn acts

'' Liri' rrr-'iltboli:ni i'his H2S can, in presence of metal salt, convert

11]-'lril i ,:i , ,', irtrlrii :,i.ripiticiu:, ri'hich ilclirisits extracellulary. (ii) In some cases, metal ions

lr..,i'l li r.;il:, ;.riL f liill Lilc ccll. '[hc ntetal ions are thenconvefted into a nontoxic form and

ctii''-'r';t: ri'iii, 1.;',iitiit:; in order to 1lrotect the remainder of cell from toxic environment. (iii)

,., . ; iii'. err1[Lbic ui' sccrctir-rg Some polymeric materia]s like

.ir\.-' ,.iiiii lrlii;rpirlii,-'. hvdroxyl ar-rd carboxyl anionic gtoupS which

: ii,rii ir,rrrii t"Lr..L..'il,iilirlv (ir') cclls are also capable of reacting with

,i. , ,lr li, i,'t-rii.llii;,.rii i'i'riLlction. ntcthylatiorr, derncthyIation etc.

\r-l-i') l.,arcr iu li'r ibund in silver mines and are capable of

: ,. ,)i'1,:ii,i(i- i,i iiiiir cclls u'alls. Using this fact these bacterial strains

cliii Dli .:l:r,:,','r. r'-'.1 t',iLi, lrigir concrl)[ralion of silver salt like AgNO3. Numerous silver

i :iii:i:i,j-, ,-liii i.r- pi'.;.lLrccd having size <200 nm intracellularly.

I , ., ., .tlrLl i,;i;.i (,'\ti; ";\g i stg.) cari be converted to metal nanoparticlesby

. l;r1 iri irutrri.ililt. [Jv cxposing t]re mixture of two different metal

. -'r',1 ;,.,.;,,ilri,.' i,, it,i,i:,,:t llIc11,'s trnclcr ccrti]in coltclitions.

(,,,; -ii.r..)i lilll .rr,ii-', r_t.,ri r,,tii ,ri,;rl .)[ silvcr salt fbr approxirlatcly three days

riiir',' t;liiii.ics cxtracellLrlarly.. Extrernophilic actinomycete.; i.i i,i

rl.'li"i;i.i5
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'j:'il.-...i-.iu'iLiil..;rgLrsVerticillir'rlnsp.therranoparticlescanbe

i . . t iilLr,il,.J:j i1 bitrliris.s colour from initial yellow to final brown, after

er ,: , ! , ri , i-\.i:ii iuciiclition ol'silvcr uanoparticlcs tbrrlation' Particles can be

\ :ijitiiiq rr'ith sgLne s11itable tletergent or ultrasonication' In a similar way, gold

,ll lrc 1;r'oriucccl r-tsing Verticillium sp. However, the colour of biomass is from

' ,:.,'ilriiti!:l ttpol.] th.: particlc' sizi.

Scr,rje.r...1ii,i.,. Liiriitirr.irticles tike CdS, ZrlS, PbS etc. can be produced using different

. . . ..,I.n,-'Lr;'luici.ti iliit i,,r'Ln 2-5 tltl ZnS nanopartiCles. Bacteria Klebsilla

.,., , : I ir) :rrrirtlleSizc L'.i:.j nlnoparticles. when cd(No3)2 is mixed in a

, ,'ir-, ,,i,i.i s.,.ittti,-,rl i:i ,;llal<et'l for about one day at -38 C, then the CdS

I ,iLri:t, - 5--10(i nllr (':in tle lbntlcd. CdS nanopafiicles with narow size

lir,iiti'-,-i;rcii risiri,l rhc ycasts likc caldida glabrata and

;, , itr'. :lii I ii lr,r I r' r L is pclss ible to synthesize I'bS by challenging

,, ,... ' :,lrlt iii..c i'lrNtl-i

(*; t.ir';.i1i..,. i .:i,ril::, i;iiitit extrilcts: lt has been reporled that live alfalfa plants are found to

,- lr., ii..):ti ,i.rli.i:, L-car cs ll'op gcrattit-ttl-t plant (pclargoniulrl

gr-:r,,,rr1.,isi i.rr'. i :ri:,r; ,,r,.:en uscci to synihcsizc nanoparticles of gold' Nanoparticles obtained

11siiill ,.,,iii..,,1,,i.,i,-iri-irrr :jp. Iruugus rclatccl to gcrauium plant has a wide distribution of sizes

au{.1 l)::r..,j1t,. r,,,,. lur.)stl\,spl"rcrical. On the other hand, geranium leaves produce rod and disk

shlrii.:ii ,ir-ilr..; , r:iir:1..s. :lynthcsis proceclure to obtain gold nanoparticles form geranium plant

i:i,i i,t.l l.:r,,,-'s li:..: lrrit in [:-rlcnnrcvcr llask and boilcd in watcr just for a

.i :t,.,.i ;ri1i,ilrli:..i rirluccllLrlill nratcrial. Soh-rtion is coolcd and decanted.

i,r.ir- I.i r.riyr-1,:iriis soliirion nncl nanopat'ticlcs of gold start fonning within a

,i,.,i,',-,tit!i'.- (ii':tt,,ltc n'tcntbrancs har,'e 10ng range periodic order in

. ,,ii,,,1;: ol ,,ii-tr' "r;,slitrrcnls. 
-l-herefbrc olt solre periodic itctive sites

, .. .i .r DNii. irreitibr';-iircs ctc., ils tcmplates. Such ordcred arrays are

r .r:'ii)1,' rlllirlie lit.,ii.; titiit tahc place between tile tetnplates and the

,,;iir,iril:i pr'o[cit'l

,,iil,ls. it is also

l,i ,,.,lir;:ii.,.'. It storcs iron in metabolic process and is

ur1;:rlrlc oi' lbnltiltg unilbrm three clintensional hierarchical



arcl,iL;c,,.,i... iiii'i'u rrr 2;l i)iotcill (peptides) subunits in a ferritin' which are arranged in

sr.ic:t li r' .iV r.i^.rl rii.i'it':lile il ct)iltfal cat"tty t.il

-6;,r;r. i.,iii,, i-'; riL rtoii irellliclc shcll is l2 urrr. Ferritin can accommodate 4500 Fe atoms' They

at,c iii l:,..i, iii.i.rc lrs irYclratccl iron oxiclc tIineral, ferrihydrite. The protein subunits are

c()ljIli)S.-i |; ii.riir:is\\,tril rs heavy cltains iraving dinuclear ferroxide centres' These centres

al.J clitii ,:ri, rlr;'ili liii'.r oritlrrriotl of ire2l iorls' The f-erritin without inorganic matter in its

I : 1., ll,', ltti.i .lr;i l': Ltscti to entrap desirecl nanomaterial inside the

1r...-]...:jL.],1.i]isit,fciil',tcironfiortlt-erritintofornrapof-erritinandthen

l.t, ,'r

it,....,:.]',i1.)1-rilill.lillltlltti.,ltitt.ticleslrlsidetlrecavityorcarryoutsome

Ctl,, .. ,, . ,' '., !1].-'lll1 ititls iil titliiii lt cotlpotind insicle tlre cavity' Inany case, ions
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                                                                       UNIT -1 

1. Managerial Economics Definition: 

• Managerial economics is the application of economic principles and concepts to solve managerial 

decision-making problems. It helps managers make informed choices that optimize the use of 

limited resources in achieving organizational goals. 

2. Economic Principles and Business Decisions: 

• Managerial economics draws from microeconomics and macroeconomics to analyze and address 

business-related issues. 

• Microeconomics focuses on individual firm and consumer behavior, while macroeconomics 

examines the broader economic environment. 

3. Scarcity and Resource Allocation: 

• Scarcity is a fundamental concept in managerial economics, highlighting the limited availability of 

resources (such as capital, labor, and time) relative to unlimited wants and needs. 

• Managers must make choices about how to allocate these scarce resources to maximize value 

and profitability. 

4. Key Concepts in Managerial Economics: 

• Opportunity Cost: The cost of forgoing the next best alternative when making a decision. 

• Marginal Analysis: Evaluating the incremental costs and benefits associated with a decision. 

• Incremental Decision-Making: Managers should make decisions based on changes from the 

current situation. 

• Sunk Costs: Costs that cannot be recovered and should not influence future decisions. 

• Elasticity: A measure of how responsive demand or supply is to changes in price or other factors. 

5. Goals of Managerial Economics: 

• Profit Maximization: Traditionally, businesses seek to maximize profits, which means earning 

more revenue than incurring costs. 

• Wealth Maximization: Some firms focus on maximizing shareholder wealth, which considers the 

time value of money and risk. 

• Sales Growth: In some cases, firms prioritize expanding their market share and sales revenue. 

6. Managerial Decision Areas: 

• Production and Cost Analysis: Managers assess production processes and costs to optimize 

efficiency. 



• Pricing Strategy: Setting prices that maximize revenue and profit while considering demand 

elasticity. 

• Market Structure Analysis: Understanding the level of competition in the market, which 

influences pricing and strategy. 

• Demand Forecasting: Estimating future demand for products or services to guide production and 

inventory decisions. 

• Capital Budgeting: Evaluating investment projects to determine their financial viability. 

• Risk Analysis: Assessing and managing risks associated with business decisions. 

• Government Regulations: Considering legal and regulatory constraints in decision-making. 

7. Role of Data and Information: 

• Data analysis and information gathering are crucial in managerial economics to make well-

informed decisions. 

• Data analytics, market research, and financial analysis help managers understand market 

dynamics and consumer behavior. 

8. Decision-Making Models: 

• Managerial economics employs various decision-making models, including cost-volume-profit 

analysis, break-even analysis, and game theory. 

9. Ethical Considerations: 

• Managers must make ethical decisions that align with the values and principles of their 

organizations and society at large. 

10. Continuous Learning: 

• Managerial economics is a dynamic field, and managers must continuously adapt their strategies 

and decisions to changing market conditions, economic trends, and consumer preferences. 

Managerial economics plays a vital role in guiding business decisions, ensuring efficient resource 

allocation, and achieving organizational objectives in a competitive and dynamic business environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                                               UNIT-2 

Demand Analysis: 

1. Definition of Demand: Demand refers to the quantity of a product or service that consumers are 

willing and able to purchase at various price levels and during a specific period. 

2. Factors Influencing Demand: 

• Price: As price increases, demand generally decreases, and vice versa (law of demand). 

• Income: An increase in consumer income often leads to increased demand for most 

goods (normal goods), while some goods may be considered inferior. 

• Tastes and Preferences: Consumer preferences and trends play a significant role in 

shaping demand. 

• Population: An increase in population can lead to increased demand for various goods 

and services. 

• Substitutes and Complements: Availability and prices of substitute and complementary 

goods affect demand. 

3. Elasticity of Demand: Elasticity measures how sensitive demand is to changes in price. It's 

calculated as the percentage change in quantity demanded divided by the percentage change in 

price. 

• Elastic Demand: When elasticity is greater than 1, demand is elastic. Price changes have a 

proportionally larger impact on quantity demanded. 

• Inelastic Demand: When elasticity is less than 1, demand is inelastic. Price changes have a 

proportionally smaller impact on quantity demanded. 

Demand Forecasting: 

1. Definition of Demand Forecasting: Demand forecasting is the process of estimating future 

customer demand for a product or service. It involves analyzing historical data and using various 

techniques to make predictions. 

2. Methods of Demand Forecasting: 

• Time Series Analysis: This method involves studying historical data to identify patterns 

and trends. 

• Market Research: Surveys, focus groups, and consumer interviews can provide valuable 

insights into future demand. 

• Regression Analysis: This statistical technique uses the relationship between variables like 

price, income, and demand to make forecasts. 



• Delphi Method: Involves collecting expert opinions and making forecasts based on their 

insights. 

• Simulation and Modeling: Complex models and simulations can be used to predict 

demand under various scenarios. 

3. Challenges in Demand Forecasting: 

• Uncertainty: Future events and market conditions are uncertain, making accurate 

forecasts challenging. 

• Data Quality: Inaccurate or incomplete data can lead to unreliable forecasts. 

• Seasonality: Some products have seasonal demand patterns that must be accounted for. 

• External Factors: Economic, political, and environmental factors can impact demand 

unpredictably. 

4. Importance of Accurate Forecasting: 

• Efficient Resource Allocation: Helps in optimizing production, inventory management, 

and resource allocation. 

• Pricing Strategy: Enables setting competitive and profitable prices. 

• Customer Satisfaction: Ensures products are available when and where customers need 

them. 

• Risk Management: Reduces the risk of overproduction or underproduction. 

5. Continuous Improvement: Demand forecasting is an ongoing process that should be regularly 

reviewed and adjusted to account for changing market conditions and new data. 

In conclusion, demand analysis and forecasting are essential tools for businesses to make informed 

decisions and adapt to market dynamics. Accurate forecasting can help organizations thrive in a 

competitive marketplace while minimizing risks and maximizing profitability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



UNIT-3 

Production and cost analysis are fundamental concepts in economics and business management. They 

play a crucial role in decision-making, pricing strategies, and overall operational efficiency. Here are some 

important notes on production and cost analysis: 

Production Analysis: 

1. Production Function: The production function represents the relationship between inputs 

(factors of production) and outputs (goods or services produced). It shows how different 

combinations of inputs can produce varying levels of output. 

2. Factors of Production: There are typically three primary factors of production: 

• Labor: The human effort and skills involved in production. 

• Capital: The physical and financial assets used in production, such as machinery and 

equipment. 

• Land/Natural Resources: The physical resources like land, minerals, and raw materials 

required for production. 

3. Short-Run vs. Long-Run Production: In the short run, at least one input is fixed (usually capital), 

while in the long run, all inputs are variable. Firms can make different production decisions in 

these two timeframes. 

4. Production Costs: Costs incurred in the production process include: 

• Fixed Costs (FC): Costs that do not change with the level of production (e.g., rent, 

salaries). 

• Variable Costs (VC): Costs that vary with the level of production (e.g., raw materials, 

labor). 

• Total Costs (TC): The sum of fixed and variable costs (TC = FC + VC). 

• Average Total Cost (ATC or AC): Total cost per unit of output (ATC = TC / Quantity). 

• Marginal Cost (MC): The cost of producing one additional unit of output. 

5. Production Optimization: Firms aim to produce at the level where marginal cost equals marginal 

revenue (MC = MR) to maximize profit. This is known as the profit-maximizing level of production. 

Cost Analysis: 

1. Types of Costs: 

• Explicit Costs: Direct, out-of-pocket expenses incurred in production. 

• Implicit Costs: Opportunity costs associated with using resources for a particular activity 

(e.g., the owner's salary when running their own business). 



2. Total Cost (TC): The sum of explicit and implicit costs. 

• TC = Explicit Costs + Implicit Costs 

3. Average Cost (AC): Total cost per unit of output. 

• AC = TC / Quantity 

4. Marginal Cost (MC): The additional cost incurred by producing one more unit. 

• MC = ΔTC / ΔQuantity 

5. Economies of Scale: Occurs when increasing production leads to lower per-unit costs. This is 

often observed in large-scale production. 

6. Diseconomies of Scale: Occurs when increasing production results in higher per-unit costs, often 

due to inefficiencies in large organizations. 

7. Cost Curves: 

• Average Total Cost Curve (ATC or AC Curve): U-shaped, with a minimum point indicating 

the optimal level of production. 

• Marginal Cost Curve (MC Curve): Typically intersects the ATC curve at its lowest point. 

Key Takeaways: 

• Production analysis helps firms understand how to produce goods efficiently. 

• Cost analysis helps firms make pricing decisions and manage their resources effectively. 

• Firms aim to produce where MC equals MR for profit maximization. 

• Cost curves, including ATC and MC, provide insights into cost behavior at different levels of 

production. 

These concepts are essential for businesses to make informed decisions regarding production levels, 

pricing strategies, and resource allocation, ultimately contributing to their profitability and sustainability 

in the marketplace. 

UNIT-4 

Market structure and pricing are interconnected concepts in economics that influence how firms operate 

and make pricing decisions in various market environments. Different market structures have distinct 

characteristics that affect pricing strategies. Here are some key notes on market structure and pricing: 

Market Structures: 

1. Perfect Competition: 

• Many small firms sell identical products. 

• Easy entry and exit of firms from the market. 



• No individual firm has control over price (price taker). 

• Firms in perfect competition typically charge the market price. 

2. Monopoly: 

• A single firm dominates the market and is the sole seller of a unique product. 

• High barriers to entry, such as patents or economies of scale. 

• The monopolist has significant control over pricing (price maker). 

• Monopolists often charge higher prices and produce less output than in competitive 

markets. 

3. Monopolistic Competition: 

• Many firms offer similar but differentiated products. 

• Relatively easy entry and exit. 

• Firms have some control over pricing due to product differentiation. 

• Pricing may be influenced by advertising and branding efforts. 

4. Oligopoly: 

• A few large firms dominate the market. 

• High barriers to entry. 

• Firms are interdependent and consider competitors' reactions when setting prices. 

• Pricing strategies may include collusion (price-fixing) or non-price competition (product 

differentiation). 

Pricing Strategies: 

1. Price Discrimination: 

• Occurs when a firm charges different prices to different customer groups for the same 

product or service. 

• Common in industries like airlines, where prices vary based on factors like demand and 

booking time. 

2. Cost-Plus Pricing: 

• Setting prices by adding a markup to the production cost. 

• May not consider market demand and competitive factors adequately. 

3. Skimming Pricing: 



• Setting an initially high price for a new product and gradually lowering it over time. 

• Used to capture maximum profit from early adopters before expanding to a broader 

market. 

4. Penetration Pricing: 

• Setting a low initial price for a new product to gain market share quickly. 

• The goal is to attract a large customer base and increase prices later. 

5. Dynamic Pricing: 

• Adjusting prices in real-time based on changing market conditions, demand, and other 

factors. 

• Common in e-commerce and industries with fluctuating demand. 

6. Predatory Pricing: 

• Deliberately setting prices below cost to drive competitors out of the market. 

• Often illegal in many jurisdictions due to antitrust concerns. 

Factors Influencing Pricing: 

1. Market Demand: Understanding consumer preferences, elasticity of demand, and pricing 

sensitivity is crucial. 

2. Cost Structure: A firm's cost of production, including fixed and variable costs, affects pricing 

decisions. 

3. Competition: The behavior and strategies of competitors influence a firm's pricing choices. 

4. Regulation: Industries like utilities or healthcare may face price regulations imposed by 

governments. 

5. Economic Conditions: Economic factors such as inflation and recession can impact pricing 

strategies. 

6. Brand Image and Quality: Premium brands can command higher prices based on perceived 

quality. 

In summary, market structure and pricing strategies are intertwined. Firms consider market conditions, 

competition, and their own cost structures when determining how to set prices. The specific market 

structure in which a firm operates also plays a significant role in shaping its pricing strategy, as each 

structure presents unique challenges and opportunities for pricing decisions. 
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Module - I 
Journalism Meaning: 
Journalism refers to the profession or activity of collecting, verifying, synthesizing, and 
presenting information and news to the public through various media platforms, such as 
newspapers, magazines, television, radio, websites, and social media. It involves the 
process of researching, investigating, and reporting on current events, issues, and topics of 
interest to inform, educate, and engage the audience. 
 
Journalists play a crucial role in society by providing accurate and timely information, holding 
governments, institutions, and individuals accountable, and facilitating public discourse and 
understanding. Ethical journalism involves adhering to principles such as objectivity, 
accuracy, fairness, and transparency while reporting and presenting information. 
 
Journalists use various forms of media, including written articles, photographs, videos, 
podcasts, and more, to convey news and stories. They often work under tight deadlines and 
in diverse environments, covering a wide range of subjects such as politics, economics, 
science, culture, sports, and human interest stories. 
 
Overall, journalism plays a vital role in shaping public opinion, fostering an informed 
citizenry, and contributing to the democratic process by providing the information needed for 
people to make informed decisions and engage in meaningful discussions about the world 
around them. 
  
Journalism Definition 
Journalism is the profession or practice of gathering, verifying, and presenting information, 
news, and stories to the public through various media outlets, such as newspapers, 
magazines, television, radio, and digital platforms. It involves the collection of facts, data, 
and firsthand accounts to create informative and engaging content that informs, educates, 
and engages the audience about current events, issues, and topics of interest. Journalists 
play a critical role in providing accurate and timely information, promoting transparency, and 
facilitating public discourse. Ethical journalism adheres to principles of accuracy, fairness, 
objectivity, and integrity in the process of reporting and sharing information. 
 
Journalism Nature 
The nature of journalism encompasses various aspects that define the profession and its 
role in society. Here are some key dimensions of journalism's nature: 
 
Information Gathering: Journalism involves the collection of facts, data, and information from 
multiple sources, including interviews, research, and investigations. Journalists seek to 
gather accurate and relevant information to present a comprehensive and unbiased view of 
events and issues. 
 
Verification and Accuracy: Journalists are responsible for verifying the information they 
gather to ensure its accuracy and credibility. This process helps maintain the trust of the 
audience and prevents the spread of misinformation. 
 
Objectivity and Fairness: While complete objectivity may be challenging, journalists strive to 
present information fairly and impartially, allowing readers or viewers to form their own 
opinions based on the facts presented. 
 
Public Service: Journalism serves as a public service by informing the public about important 
events, issues, and developments that impact society. It helps citizens stay informed, make 
informed decisions, and participate in democratic processes. 
 



Accountability and Watchdog Role: Journalism acts as a check on power and authority by 
holding governments, institutions, and individuals accountable for their actions. Investigative 
journalism often uncovers wrongdoing, corruption, and injustices. 
 
Journalism Scope 
The scope of journalism is broad and encompasses a wide range of activities, roles, and 
platforms. It plays a crucial role in informing the public, fostering accountability, and 
facilitating public discourse. The scope of journalism includes: 
 
News Reporting: Journalists gather, verify, and report on current events, breaking news, and 
developments across various fields such as politics, economics, science, technology, health, 
culture, sports, and more. 
 
Investigative Journalism: Investigative journalists delve deeply into issues to uncover hidden 
truths, expose corruption, and hold powerful individuals or institutions accountable for their 
actions. 
 
Feature Writing: Feature articles go beyond the news to provide in-depth analysis, human-
interest stories, profiles, and cultural explorations. These pieces offer a broader perspective 
on topics of interest. 
 
Opinion and Editorial Writing: Opinion pieces provide commentary, analysis, and personal 
perspectives on current events and issues. Editorials express the viewpoint of the 
publication on specific matters. 
 
Photojournalism: Photojournalists capture powerful images that convey news, emotions, and 
stories visually. Their work enhances and complements written journalism. 
 
Broadcast Journalism: Broadcast journalists work in television and radio, delivering news 
through visual and audio formats. This includes news anchors, reporters, and producers. 
 
Digital Journalism: With the rise of the internet, journalists work on online platforms, 
including news websites, blogs, podcasts, and social media, to reach a global audience. 
 
Data Journalism: Journalists use data analysis and visualization techniques to uncover 
patterns, trends, and insights within large datasets, providing context and understanding to 
complex issues. 
 
Multimedia Journalism: This involves combining various media formats, such as text, 
images, videos, and interactive elements, to create rich and engaging storytelling 
experiences. 
 
Environmental Journalism: Focuses on reporting environmental issues, conservation efforts, 
climate change, and the impact of human activities on the planet. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Module – II 

Principles of Journalism 
Accuracy: Journalists strive to provide accurate and factual information. They must verify 
their sources, cross-check information, and correct errors promptly to maintain the credibility 
and trust of their audience. 
 
Objectivity and Fairness: While complete objectivity might be difficult to achieve, journalists 
aim to present information fairly and impartially, avoiding bias and providing multiple 
perspectives on a given issue. 
 
Independence: Journalists should be free from undue influence, whether it's from 
advertisers, governments, or other external parties. They should exercise their professional 
judgment and adhere to their ethical standards without being coerced. 
 
Transparency: Journalists should be open about their methods, sources, and conflicts of 
interest. Transparency helps the audience understand how news is gathered and reported. 
 
Minimizing Harm: Journalists should consider the potential impact of their reporting on 
individuals and communities. They should exercise caution when dealing with sensitive 
information and prioritize the well-being of those affected by their work. 
 
Accountability: Journalists play a role in holding individuals, institutions, and governments 
accountable for their actions. They should be willing to correct mistakes and address 
criticism. 
 
Public Interest: Journalists should prioritize stories and information that serve the public's 
interest and contribute to informed decision-making. Sensationalism and trivial stories should 
be balanced with substantive news. 
 
Diversity and Inclusivity: Journalists should strive to reflect the diversity of society in their 
reporting, including diverse voices, perspectives, and stories that might otherwise be 
overlooked. 
 
Ethical Behavior: Journalists should uphold ethical standards in their work, including 
respecting privacy, avoiding plagiarism, and adhering to legal and professional guidelines. 
 
Significance of Journalism: 
Informed Society: Journalism provides the public with reliable and accurate information, 
enabling individuals to make informed decisions about their lives, communities, and 
societies. 
 
Accountability: Journalists act as watchdogs by holding governments, institutions, and 
powerful individuals accountable for their actions and decisions. 
 
Transparency and Democracy: Journalism promotes transparency in government and other 
institutions, fostering a healthy democratic process by allowing citizens to engage in 
informed discussions and participate in civic life. 
 
Social Change: Investigative journalism can expose social injustices, corruption, and human 
rights abuses, leading to positive change and reform. 
 
Cultural Understanding: Journalism helps foster understanding and appreciation of different 
cultures, communities, and viewpoints, promoting tolerance and empathy. 



 
Economic and Business Information: Financial journalism provides crucial information about 
markets, businesses, and economic trends, assisting individuals and businesses in making 
sound financial decisions. 
 
Public Safety and Health: Health and safety journalism informs the public about potential 
risks, outbreaks, and safety measures, contributing to the well-being of communities. 
 
Empowerment: Journalism empowers individuals by giving them the tools to critically 
evaluate information, question authority, and actively engage in society. 
 
Community Building: Local journalism strengthens communities by highlighting local issues, 
events, and stories that might otherwise go unnoticed. 
 
Crisis Communication: Journalists play a vital role in providing timely and accurate 
information during crises, emergencies, and disasters, helping people make informed 
decisions and stay safe. 
 
Functions of Journalism 
Journalism serves several important functions within society, playing a crucial role in 
informing, educating, and engaging the public. The functions of journalism include: 
 
Informing the Public: Journalism's primary function is to provide accurate and timely 
information about current events, issues, and developments on a local, national, and global 
scale. This information allows individuals to stay informed about the world around them. 
 
Watchdog Role: Journalism acts as a watchdog by monitoring and holding individuals, 
institutions, and governments accountable for their actions. Investigative reporting uncovers 
corruption, abuses of power, and wrongdoing, helping to ensure transparency and prevent 
abuse. 
 
Providing Analysis and Context: Journalists provide analysis, interpretation, and context to 
help the audience understand complex issues, policies, and events. This function goes 
beyond simply reporting facts to offering insights that facilitate informed discussions. 
 
Fostering Public Discourse: Journalism serves as a platform for public discussion and 
debate. It provides a space for different viewpoints and opinions, contributing to the 
exchange of ideas and democratic dialogue. 
 
Gatekeeping: Journalists decide which stories to cover and how to present them, influencing 
what information the public receives. This gatekeeping function helps prioritize and filter the 
news to ensure it's relevant and meaningful. 
 
Providing a Voice to the Marginalized: Journalism can amplify the voices of marginalized and 
underrepresented communities, giving them a platform to share their stories and concerns 
with a broader audience. 
 
Cultural Preservation: Journalism records and preserves cultural events, traditions, and 
histories, helping to maintain cultural identity and heritage. 
 
Emergency and Crisis Communication: During emergencies, natural disasters, or crises, 
journalism plays a crucial role in disseminating important information, safety instructions, and 
updates to the public. 
 



Promoting Accountability and Transparency: By exposing wrongdoing and holding those in 
power accountable, journalism contributes to a more accountable and transparent society. 
 
Educating the Public: In addition to reporting news, journalism educates the public about 
various topics, from science and technology to health and social issues, helping people 
make informed decisions in their daily lives. 
 
Entertainment and Cultural Exploration: Journalism covers entertainment, arts, and cultural 
events, providing a source of leisure and exploration of creativity and human expression. 
 
Monitoring Social Change: Journalism tracks social, political, and economic changes over 
time, documenting shifts in society and identifying trends. 
 
Community Building: Local journalism brings communities together by covering local events, 
activities, and issues, fostering a sense of connection and identity. 
 
Setting the Agenda: Journalism helps shape public opinion and policy agendas by 
highlighting certain issues and influencing what topics receive attention from the public and 
policymakers. 
 
Championing Human Rights: Journalism plays a role in advocating for human rights, social 
justice, and equality by shedding light on injustices and advocating for positive change. 
 
Kinds of Journalism 
Journalism encompasses a wide range of specialized fields, each focusing on specific 
topics, formats, and approaches. Here are some of the different kinds of journalism: 
 
News Journalism: The most common form of journalism, focusing on reporting current 
events, breaking news, and developments across various fields such as politics, economics, 
and society. 
 
Investigative Journalism: In-depth reporting that involves thorough research and uncovering 
hidden truths, corruption, or abuses of power. Investigative journalists often work on long-
term projects to expose important issues. 
 
Feature Journalism: Feature articles go beyond the news to provide in-depth analysis, 
human-interest stories, profiles, and cultural explorations. They offer a broader perspective 
on topics of interest. 
 
Opinion Journalism: Involves expressing personal viewpoints, commentary, and analysis on 
current events and issues. Editorials and columns are examples of opinion journalism. 
 
Photojournalism: Photojournalists capture powerful images that convey news, emotions, and 
stories visually. Their work enhances and complements written journalism. 
 
Broadcast Journalism: Includes television and radio reporting, presenting news through 
visual and audio formats. It encompasses news anchors, reporters, correspondents, and 
producers. 
 
Online Journalism: Journalism conducted through digital platforms, including news websites, 
blogs, podcasts, and social media. Online journalists often engage with interactive and 
multimedia elements. 
 
Data Journalism: Involves analyzing and visualizing large datasets to uncover patterns, 
trends, and insights, presenting complex information in a more accessible manner. 



 
Cultural Journalism: Focuses on reporting arts, entertainment, and cultural events, including 
literature, music, theater, and film. 
 
Environmental Journalism: Covers environmental issues, climate change, conservation 
efforts, and the impact of human activities on the planet. 
 
Business and Financial Journalism: Reports on economic trends, markets, corporate 
practices, and financial developments. 
 
Science and Technology Journalism: Focuses on scientific discoveries, technological 
advancements, and their societal implications. 
 
Health Journalism: Covers health-related topics, medical breakthroughs, public health 
concerns, and healthcare policies. 
 
Travel Journalism: Explores travel destinations, cultures, and experiences, often providing 
advice and insights for travelers. 
 
Political Journalism: Focuses on politics, government policies, elections, and political 
developments. 
 
Sports Journalism: Covers sporting events, athletes, teams, and related issues in the world 
of sports. 
 
Educational Journalism: Reports on education-related topics, trends, challenges, and 
innovations in the education sector. 
 
Conflict Journalism: Covers conflicts, wars, and geopolitical issues, often involving on-the-
ground reporting from conflict zones. 
 
Fashion Journalism: Focuses on fashion trends, designers, and the fashion industry. 
 
Automotive Journalism: Covers the automotive industry, vehicle reviews, technological 
advancements, and trends. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Module – III 
History of Indian Journalism 
The history of journalism in India is rich and diverse, spanning over centuries and reflecting 
the country's social, political, and cultural evolution. Here is an overview of the key 
milestones and developments in Indian journalism: 
 
18th Century: The first known newspaper in India was "Bengal Gazette," launched by James 
Augustus Hicky in 1780 in Calcutta (now Kolkata). It covered a variety of topics, including 
local news, cultural events, and political commentary. 
 
19th Century: The 19th century witnessed the emergence of several influential newspapers, 
often playing a role in advocating for political and social reform. Notable publications 
included "The Hindu" (1878), which focused on nationalist and social issues, and "Amrita 
Bazar Patrika" (1868), which covered political events and supported Indian nationalism. 
 
Freedom Struggle: Indian journalism played a significant role in the fight for independence 
from British colonial rule. Newspapers like "Young India" (1919-1932) and "Harijan" (1933-
1956), both edited by Mahatma Gandhi, became platforms for promoting civil disobedience 
and nonviolent resistance. 
 
Post-Independence Era: After India gained independence in 1947, journalism continued to 
evolve. Newspapers like "The Times of India" and "The Indian Express" played important 
roles in shaping public opinion and contributing to the nation-building process. 
 
Broadcast Media: The 1950s saw the establishment of the All India Radio (AIR) and 
Doordarshan, India's state-owned radio and television broadcasters, respectively. These 
platforms became major sources of news and information for the masses. 
 
Print Boom: The latter half of the 20th century witnessed a proliferation of newspapers and 
magazines across various languages and regions. This period also saw the rise of 
investigative journalism and a growing emphasis on social issues. 
 
Liberalization and Digital Age: In the 1990s, economic liberalization led to the growth of 
private media outlets and a diversification of content. The advent of the internet in the 21st 
century brought about a digital revolution, with online news platforms gaining prominence. 
 
Challenges and Opportunities: Indian journalism faces challenges such as concerns over 
press freedom, censorship, and financial sustainability. However, it continues to thrive as a 
dynamic and influential force in society, covering a wide range of topics and contributing to 
public discourse. 
 
Regional Journalism: Regional languages and cultures have a significant impact on Indian 
journalism. Many newspapers and media outlets cater to diverse linguistic and cultural 
communities, ensuring a vibrant and varied media landscape. 
 
Social Media Impact: The rise of social media platforms has transformed the way news is 
consumed and shared. Social media enables real-time information dissemination and has 
become a tool for citizen journalism. 
 
JA Hicky (James Augustus Hicky): 



James Augustus Hicky was an Irishman who is credited with establishing the first known 
newspaper in India, the "Bengal Gazette" or the "Calcutta General Advertiser." He started 
the newspaper in 1780 in Calcutta (now Kolkata). Hicky's newspaper covered a variety of 
topics, including local news, cultural events, and political commentary. He was known for his 
outspoken and critical views, which often led to conflicts with British colonial authorities. 
Despite facing legal challenges and financial difficulties, Hicky's newspaper played a 
significant role in shaping the early landscape of journalism in India. 
 
Raja Rammohun Roy: 
Raja Rammohun Roy (1772–1833) was a prominent Indian social reformer, scholar, and 
writer during the 19th century. While not primarily a journalist, he used his writings and 
publications to advocate for social and religious reform. Rammohun Roy was a strong 
proponent of religious tolerance, women's rights, and education. He established the 
BrahmoSamaj, a reformist movement that aimed to modernize and rationalize Indian 
religious practices. Rammohun Roy's publications, including tracts, articles, and translations, 
played a crucial role in challenging orthodoxy and promoting social reform in colonial India. 
 
Mahatma Gandhi (MK Gandhi): 
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (1869–1948), popularly known as Mahatma Gandhi, was a 
preeminent leader of the Indian independence movement against British rule. While not a 
journalist in the traditional sense, Gandhi used various forms of media and publications to 
spread his ideas and promote his philosophy of nonviolent resistance (Satyagraha). He 
edited and wrote for several newspapers during his lifetime, including "Indian Opinion" and 
"Young India." These publications served as platforms for Gandhi to advocate for civil rights, 
social justice, and India's independence. Gandhi's writings and speeches, often 
disseminated through newspapers, played a pivotal role in mobilizing public support and 
galvanizing the masses during the freedom struggle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

Module – IV 
Magazine Journalism 
Magazine journalism is a form of media that involves the creation, editing, and publication of 
content in magazines. Magazines are periodical publications that cover a wide range of 
topics, including news, features, analysis, commentary, and specialized interests. Magazine 
journalism offers in-depth and comprehensive coverage on subjects that might not be as 
time-sensitive as daily news. 
 
Here are some key aspects of magazine journalism: 
 
Diverse Topics: Magazines cover a broad spectrum of subjects, including politics, culture, 
fashion, lifestyle, travel, science, technology, health, entertainment, and more. This diversity 
allows magazines to cater to specific interests and niche audiences. 
 
Long-Form Content: Unlike newspapers, which often focus on breaking news, magazines 
typically feature longer and more in-depth articles. This allows for detailed analysis, 
investigations, and storytelling. 
 
Visual Appeal: Magazines often emphasize visual elements, such as photographs, 
illustrations, and infographics, to enhance the reader's experience and provide context to the 
content. 
 
Editorial Voice: Magazines develop their unique editorial voice and style, which can range 
from authoritative and serious to informal and conversational, depending on the target 
audience and content. 
 
Specialized Columns and Features: Magazines frequently include specialized columns, 
features, and regular sections that cater to specific interests or provide expert insights. 
 
Editorial Planning: Magazine journalists often work on editorial calendars, planning content 
for upcoming issues well in advance. This allows for a strategic approach to covering timely 
and evergreen topics. 
 
Audience Engagement: Magazines build a sense of community and engagement with their 
readers by fostering discussions, feedback, and reader-contributed content. 
 
Magazine Formats: Magazines can be published in various formats, including print, digital, or 
both (print and online). Digital magazines may include interactive elements, videos, and 
multimedia content. 
 
Print and Digital Design: Design plays a crucial role in magazine journalism. Print magazines 
focus on layout, typography, and visual aesthetics, while digital magazines may include 
interactive design elements for a dynamic reading experience. 
 
Magazine Journalism Careers: Magazine journalists work as editors, writers, reporters, 
photographers, designers, and illustrators. They may contribute to mainstream consumer 
magazines, trade publications, specialty magazines, and more. 
 



Independent and Alternative Magazines: In addition to mainstream magazines, there is a 
vibrant scene of independent and alternative magazines that focus on unique perspectives, 
subcultures, and creative expression. 
 
Global Reach: Magazines can have a global reach, allowing them to cover international 
issues and connect with audiences around the world. 
 
Scope of Magazine Journalism: 
Magazine journalism continues to have a significant scope in the media landscape, offering 
a platform for in-depth analysis, storytelling, and catering to niche interests. The scope of 
magazine journalism includes: 
 
In-Depth Coverage: Magazines provide the space for comprehensive and in-depth coverage 
of topics, allowing for thorough analysis and exploration beyond the constraints of daily 
news. 
 
Niche Audiences: Magazines can target specific audiences and cater to niche interests, 
which helps build engaged and loyal readerships. 
 
Long-Form Journalism: Magazines allow journalists to create long-form content that delves 
into complex issues, personal stories, and expert insights. 
 
Visual Storytelling: Visual elements such as photographs, infographics, and illustrations 
enhance storytelling and provide a visually appealing experience for readers. 
 
Specialized Columns: Magazines often feature specialized columns, sections, and features 
that focus on particular subjects, contributing to a comprehensive understanding of various 
topics. 
 
Cultural Exploration: Magazines can explore cultural trends, art, literature, and lifestyle, 
fostering an appreciation for creativity and diversity. 
 
Global Perspectives: Magazines can cover international issues, providing readers with a 
broader understanding of global events and trends. 
 
Trends in Magazine Journalism: 
Digital Transformation: Magazines are adapting to digital platforms, offering online editions, 
mobile apps, and interactive content to reach a wider and more tech-savvy audience. 
 
Multimedia Integration: Magazine journalism is incorporating multimedia elements such as 
videos, podcasts, and interactive graphics to enhance storytelling and engage readers. 
 
Personalization: Many magazines are leveraging data analytics to personalize content for 
individual readers, offering tailored recommendations and experiences. 
 
Sustainability and Social Responsibility: Magazines are increasingly covering environmental 
and social issues, reflecting a growing interest in sustainability and responsible living. 
 
Diversity and Inclusion: Magazines are focusing on representing diverse voices and 
perspectives, promoting inclusivity and reflecting the multicultural nature of society. 
 
Community Engagement: Magazines are using social media and online forums to engage 
with readers, fostering discussions and building a sense of community. 
 
Challenges in Magazine Journalism: 



Digital Disruption: The shift to digital platforms has led to challenges in monetization, 
subscription models, and maintaining a loyal online readership. 
 
Competition: Magazines face competition from various sources, including online news, 
blogs, social media, and other digital content. 
 
Attention Span: In an era of information overload, capturing and maintaining readers' 
attention is a challenge, particularly for longer-form content. 
 
Financial Sustainability: Securing advertising revenue and subscriptions while managing 
production costs is an ongoing challenge for magazine publications. 
 
Misinformation and Trust: Like other forms of media, magazines must combat the spread of 
misinformation and fake news while building and maintaining reader trust. 
 
Changing Reading Habits: Evolving reading habits, such as shorter attention spans and 
increased reliance on mobile devices, impact how magazines are consumed. 
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Objectives: 
                       Mushroom production can play an important role in 

managing farm organic wastes when agricultural and food processing by-

products are used as growing media for edible fungi.

Methodology: Mushroom farming consists of six steps, and although the 

divisions are somewhat arbitrary, these steps identify what is needed to form a 

production system. The six steps are Phase I composting, Phase II composting, 

spawning, casing, pinning, and cropping.
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9. Importance and Medicinal value of mushrooms.
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11. Marketing in India. Export value.
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INTRODUCTION  

            Mushrooms are one of the most loved food not only for its exotic taste but 

also for the benefits with which it comes. It can be consumed in various forms 

like fresh, pickled, dried, powdered, canned etc. Its farming has picked up a fast 

pace among contemporary entrepreneurs owing to its nutritional and medicinal 

benefits and low cost input with high output. Mushrooms are a fleshy fungi 

(Basidiomycota, Agaricomycetes) having a stem, cap and gills underneath the 

cap. They can be edible, wild and some of them can be toxic too. It contains more 

than 90% water and less than 1% fat, loaded with Vitamin B, copper and selenium 

and low in sodium. Usually vegetables, milk and other food products are fortified 

with Vitamin D by irradiation or direct addition but mushrooms are unique in this 

sense because they are naturally a rich source of Vitamin D which otherwise is 

procured from animals or poultry . The reason being that it contains copious 

amount of plant sterol “Ergo sterol”. It is a precursor of Vitamin D which when 

stimulated by sunlight or artificial lightening source converts to Vitamin D.  

Uses of mushrooms 

● Decrease the risk of cancer 

● Lower sodium intake 

● Promote lower cholesterol 

● Protect brain health 

● Provide a source of vitamin D 

● Stimulate a healthier gut 

● Support a healthy immune system. 

 

TYPES OF MUSHROOMS: 

A good test for edibility however is the taste test, if a tiny amount is placed on 

the tongue and chewed a burn like chilli means the mushroom is poisonous, a 

pleasant mushroomy taste means it is edible.  

Mushrooms are easily cultivable in hilly regions due to abundant moisture but 

can also be grown in artificial environment with proper temperature and humidity 

control. Varieties must be identified thoroughly as some of them might cause food 

poisoning or allergy upon consumption.  

Some of the major varieties consumed in India are as follows: Button Mushroom 

Button mushroom (Agaricus bisporus) belongs to Class Basidio mycetes and 

Family Agaricaceae. It is of two types white and brown, out of which white button 

mushrooms commonly grown in India. 



Shiitake Mushroom Shiitake Mushrooms are native to East Asia and are highly 

consumed in Asian countries. They readily grow on wood of deciduous and hard 

wood trees such as Oak, Chestnut, and Maple etc. and require moist and warm 

climate. In rare cases they may cause allergic reaction like itching but can be 

eliminated by thorough cooking. These are used in Asian cuisines and traditional 

medicines. 

Oyster Mushroom Oyster Mushrooms (Pleurotus ostreatus) belongs to Pleurotus 

species. It is known as “Dhingri” in India and has fan or oyster shaped cap. They 
grow easily on decaying wood or straw. Paddy Straw Mushroom Volvariella 

volvacea belongs to division Basidiomycota. It is usually grown on Rice straw 

bed and is used extensively in Asian Cuisines . 

 

Spawn preparation: 

Fill the grains in saline bottles up to 3/4th height (approximately 300-330 g / 

bottle), insert a PVC ring , bold the edges of the bag down and plug the mouth 

tightly with non-absorbent cotton wool. Cover the cotton plug with a piece of 

waste paper and tie tightly around the neck with a jute thread. 

A small tissue from a well-grown mushroom is aseptically transferred to agar 

medium in a test tube in a culture room. The test tubes are incubated under room 

temperature for 10 days for full white growth of fungal culture. This is further 

used for preparation of mother spawn. 

In the spawn-production process, mycelium from a mushroom culture is placed 

onto steam-sterilized grain, and in time the mycelium completely grows through 

the grain. This grain/mycelium mixture is called spawn, and spawn is used to 

"seed" mushroom compost. 

Milky mushroom, otherwise known as summer mushroom, is a long sized, white 

and attractive mushroom of India. This is a tropical mushroom like paddy straw 

mushroom. Artificial cultivation started as early as 1976 in the state of West 

Bengal. Now, this mushroom has gained popularity in the states of Karnatak, 

Tamilnadu, Kerala and Andhra Prodesh. The climatic condition of these states 

including Odisha is suitable for milky mushroom cultivation from March to 

October. However, in some states this has not been commercialized yet because 

of the preference of paddy straw mushroom by the people. At present efforts are 

on to popularize milky mushroom in India like paddy straw and oyster mushroom. 

 

Attributes: 



·          The mushroom is bright white in colour and attractive. 

·          Different types of cellulosic wastes can be used as basal substrate. 

·          The cultivation procedure is simple and easy 

·          Productivity is higher – 80 to 100 % 

·         Milky mushroom has good self life. Fruit bodies can be stored for 3-4 days        

          in ambient condition. 

·          Fresh mushroom can be exported. 

 

 
 

CLIMATIC REQUIREMENT 

 

Temperature: Milky Mushroom can be grown in the temperature range of 250 - 

400C. However, for best yields, 250 - 350C is necessary. Hence, this mushroom 

can be cultivated from the month of March to October in major states of India. 

During summer months, it may be necessary to bring down the temperature and 

to improve the relative humidity for obtaining higher yields. 

 

Relative humidity: Atmospheric relative humidity should be in the range of 80 

– 85 %. Under low humidity, young fruit bodies dry up or the upper surface of 

the mushroom becomes rough. 

 

Light: During fruiting, low light (200 lux) is necessary. However during the 

mycelium growth period, light requirement is still minimal. 

 

Ventilation: During fruiting stage, more oxygen is required and therefore, bags 

are kept in a well-ventilated room. 

 



MATERIAL REQUIREMENT 

 

Substrate: Different types of cellulosic agricultural residues such as paddy 

straw, wheat straw, barley straw, maize, jowar and bajra stalkm groundnut 

haulms, sugarcane bagasse, wheat bran and cotton waste can be used as basal 

substrate. However, paddy straw is the best substrate for cultivation of Milky 

Mushroom. About one kilogram of dry straw is necessary for raising a single bag. 

 

Mushroom Spawn: Three weeks to one month old 100 grams of good quality 

seeds (10 % of dry weight of straw) is necessary for raising a bag. The spawn 

should be procured from a recognized spawn laboratory. 

 

Organic Supplement: For improving productivity one may use pasteurized 

maize meal, wheat bran, paddy husk or boiled wheat grain at 100-150 gm per bag 

during spawning. 

 

Polythene Bag: Polythene tube of dimension 60 cm x 40 cm with 100 gauge 

thickness and open at both sides is required for milky mushroom cultivation. 

 

CULTIVATION PROCEDURE 

 

Substrate Processing: Good quality paddy straw is chopped to 4-5 cm size with 

chaff cutter. The chopped straw is soaked in clean and cold water for six hours. 

However, the soaking period is varied with nature of substrate. Excess water is 

drained from the straw and it is subjected to physical and chemical means of 

pasteurization as in the case of oyster mushroom. Straw should contain 50-

55% moisture at the end for giving better productivity. 

 

Raising of Bags: One end of the polythene tube is tied with rubber band and the 

moistened and pasteurized substrate is put inside to a height of 7.5 cm. Substrate 

is then gently pressed and one third each of spawn and supplement (35 gm) 

spread at the periphery close to polythene. Likewise, three such layers are 

made and the bag is closed at the upper end after pressing the substrate. 15 to 20 

small holes (0.5 cm to 1.0 cm dia) should be made on all sides to facilitate gas 

exchange. Instead of layer spawning, mixed spawning may also be followed 

where the required quantity of spawn is mixed with the prepared substrate 

(soaked and pasteurized straw) and incorporated into the bag. The bags are then 

incubated in a dark room where a temperature of 25-350C and a relative humidity 

of 80% are maintained. It takes about 20 days when substrate is fully colonized 



and bags are ready for casing. Bags are shifted to cropping room for casing and 

cropping. 

 

Casing and after care : Casing means covering the top surface of bags after 

spawn run is over, with pasteurized casing material in about 2-3 cm thickness. 

Casing provides physical support, moisture and allows gases to escape from the 

substrate. Casing material(soil 50% + Compost 50%) with pH adjusted to 7.8 

to 7.9 with chalk powder is pasteurized in autoclave at 15 psi for one hour or 

chemically treated with 4 % formaldehyde solution about a week in advance of 

casing. It is covered with polythene sheet to avoid escape of chemical and turned 

at 2 days interval so that at the time of casing, soil is free from formalin smell. 

Top of the bag is opened, polythene is folded and casing material is uniformly 

spread in 2-3 cm thickness. 

 

Cropping : It takes about 10 days for the mycelium to reach the top of the casing 

layer when fresh air is introduced along with appropriate temperature and 

humidity. The changes thus made in the environment, result in the initiation of 

fruit bodies within 3-5 days which may mature in about a week. 

     Mushroom of 7-10 cm diameter are harvested by twisting, cleaned  and 

packed in perforated polythene/polypropylene bags for marketing. In a 40 

days duration crop, around 800-1000 g of mushroom may be harvested per bag. 

Hence, the biological efficiency of milk mushroom is 80-100%. 

 

Average Yield per bag: 1 Kg 

 

SOIL PH: 

One of the most comprehensive studies of the influence of pH on mushroom 

mycelial growth in nutrient solutions was that by Treschow (6). Values of 

pH between pH 6.0 and pH 7.0 have been reported as optimum values for 

mycelial growth on liquid and semisolid media. 

SOIL STERILIZATION: 

Substrate is filled in polypropylene bags (x45cm, holding 2-3 kg wet substrate) 

and sterilized at 15 lb psi for 1 hour. Once pasteurization/sterilization is over 

straw is shifted to spawning room for cooling, bag filling and spawning. 

DARK ROOM: 

It's more related to the increased humidity as a result of less direct sunlight that 

produces more favorable conditions. Sunlight, as well as more open areas tend to 



dry out much more quickly. Mushrooms do not need light to grow, as they do not 

photosynthesize their nutrients but pull them in from their substrate. 

LIGHT ROOM: 

Light: During fruiting, low light (200 lux) is necessary. However during the 

mycelium growth period, light requirement is still minimal.  

Ventilation: During fruiting stage, more oxygen is required and therefore, bags 

are kept in a well-ventilated room. 

Controlled room temperature: 

Optimum temperature requirement for spawn running 30-32°C. Spawn running 

period 25-30 days. Cropping requires an optimum temperature of 30- 32°C, 

humidity of 80-85%, light and ventilation. Mushrooms can be harvested in 2-3 

flushes after which the entire cycle is repeated. 

Diseases and their control: 

Maintain the surroundings of the mushroom farm in good condition, avoiding the 

accumulation of organic matter (compost, casing soil, mushroom stalks) which 

can act as a reservoir and refuge for spore-laden debris and flies. Inspect 

mushroom beds regularly for disease, especially prior to watering and picking. 

Fungicides are pesticides that kill or prevent the growth of fungi and their spores. 

They can be used to control fungi that damage plants, including rusts, mildews 

and blights. They might also be used to control mold and mildew in other settings. 

UNIT - 3 

Storage and nutritional value: 

Canning is the most common process for preserving mushrooms. For this, cleaned 

mushrooms are placed in cans containing 2.5 % sodium chloride and 0.25–0.5 % 

citric acid. The cans are then sealed and sterilized in autoclave for one hour at 

100-120ºC. It is one of the best long term storage. 

Nutritive value of milky mushroom is comparable with other mushrooms. Mature 

fruit body of C. indica contains highest protein (17.2% on dry weight basis), while 

young pin heads contain the lowest proteins (15% on dry weight basis), 4.1% fat, 

3.4% crude fibre and 64.26% carbohydrate on dry wt basis. 

Industrial edible mushroom:  



Milky mushroom is gaining popularity among the edible mushrooms because of 

its white attractive robust sporo caps, highest protein content, long shelf life and 

taste. ProductionThe milky mushroom (Calocybe indica) is a potentially new 

species to the world mushroom growers. 

The most cultivated edible mushroom worldwide is Agaricus bisporus (common 

mushroom) followed by Lentinus edodes (shiitake mushroom), Pleurotus spp. (in 

particular oyster mushroom), and Flammulina velutipes . 

 

1) Cantharellus It is the wild species of edible mushrooms. The fruiting body 

varied from orange, yellow to white colored. The shape was found funnel shaped. 

The fruiting body has shown rounded to forked folds all the way down the stipe. 

The folds are more wrinkled or rounded and randomly forked. The fruiting body 

emitted a peculiar fruity aroma and peppery taste .The gills were found more 

2) Calvatia It is commonly called as Puffballs .It produce clouds of brown dust-

like spores from fruiting body. The fruiting body do not have distinct stalk or 

stem. They do not have spore-bearing gills. The fruiting body produced mass of 

spores. The spores are produced to the basidia. The fruiting body has distinct 

colour and texture.  

3) Coprinus It is known as shaggy mane or shaggy ink cap or lawyer's wig or 

shaggy mane. It is found on lawn waste areas. The fruiting body turns black and 

dissolves itself after picked. The fruiting body remains shaggy and with 

cylindrical ink cap. The cap of fruiting body is white and covered with scales. 

The gills beneath the cap are white to pink or black. It secretes a black liquid 

containing mass of spores.  

4) Pleurotus It is commonly known as oyster mushroom .It was found on 

decomposed wood. The fruiting body is broad fan shaped or oyster-shaped. It 

may be white to gray or tan to dark-brown. The margin of fruiting body is in 

rolled. It becomes smooth and somewhat lobed or wavy. It fruiting body is white 

and fleshy .The stipe is short and thick .The gills are white to cream and descend 

on the stalk or stipe of fruiting body. 

 5) Laetiporus It is known as Sulphurz shelf or chicken of the woods or chicken 

mushroom or chicken fungus. Its texture is same as flesh of chicken .The fruiting 

body constitute of shelves which are made up of tiny tubular filaments or hyphae. 

The fruiting body forms large brackets .The young fruiting bodies are 

characterized by moist, rubbery and sulphur-yellow to orange colored body. The 

brackets may become pale and brittle with increase in age. 



Poisonous mushrooms: 

Poisonous mushrooms contain a variety of different toxins that can differ 

markedly in toxicity. Symptoms of mushroom poisoning may vary from gastric 

upset to organ failure resulting in death. Serious symptoms do not always occur 

immediately after eating, often not until the toxin attacks the kidney or liver, 

sometimes days or weeks later. 

Poisonous mushrooms, such as Amanita sp and others can cause acute fatal liver 

necrosis. Intoxication by Amanita phalloides, known as the death cap, is caused 

by a group of toxins termed toxic cyclopeptides. 

The most common consequence of mushroom poisoning is simply 

gastrointestinal upset. Most "poisonous" mushrooms contain gastrointestinal 

irritants that cause vomiting and diarrhea (sometimes requiring hospitalization), 

but usually no long-term damage. However, there are a number of recognized 

mushroom toxins with specific, and sometimes deadly, effects. 

Importance and medicinal value of mushroom: 

Mushrooms contain macronutrients that support a healthy immune system. 

According to the Mushroom Council, your immune system will benefit from 

mushrooms whose nutrients include: Selenium, which helps your body make 

antioxidant enzymes to prevent cell damage. Choose cremini or portabella 

mushrooms for the most benefit. 

Medicinal value of mushroom: 

More than 100 medicinal functions are produced by mushrooms and fungi and 

the key medicinal uses are antioxidant, anticancer, antidiabetic, antiallergic, 

immunomodulating, cardiovascular protector, anticholesterolemic, antiviral, 

antibacterial, antiparasitic, antifungal, detoxification, and hepatoprotective 

effects. 

UNIT – 4: 

Types of food prepared from mushroom: 

Mushroom dishes and foods. 

Cream of mushroom soup prepared with wild, edible mushrooms. 

Duxelles. 

Mushroom gravy atop French fries. 

Mushroom ketchup in a plastic tub. 

Filet mignon with a chunky,  cream-based mushroom sauce. 



Sautéed mushrooms. 

Stuffed mushroom cap. 

 

Marketing in india, export value: 

The total mushroom exported around the world was 0.69 million tons. Globally 

India's share in total exports is insignificant. India exported 6167 tons of 

mushrooms in 2019. Mushroom is either processed or sold fresh. 

With proper management and marketing, a farmer can generate a profit 

of Rs. 50,000-1,00,000 per 1000 bags annually. This Will vary according to 

Mushroom type and material used for production. If you start growing it in 100-

500 square feet, you can make between Rs 1 lakh and Rs 5 lakh annually. 

The value of goods exported to a foreign country by residents according to 

international trade statistics.  

The global mushroom market is witnessing a significant growth in the demand 

for mushrooms with each passing year. They are a healthy and nutritious food 

that can be used in many different dishes. They are also relatively easy to grow, 

so they are becoming more popular with farmers and home gardeners alike. 

. 
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1. __________is known as temperature tolerant white button mushroom. 

  a.  Agaricus      b. Pleurotus            c. Voveriella            d. Agaricus bitorquis

                                           

2. Agaricus bisporus belongs to family_________. 

 a. Agaricaceae          b. Malvaceae     c. Rubiaceae           d. Solanaceae       

3. Basidiospores are___________spores. 

  a. exogenous           b. endogenous     c. Both a and b      d. None of these 

 4. _________toxin is present in Amanita muscaria. 

   a. Ibotenic acid     b. Lactic acid     c. Acidic acid           d. All of the above 

5. __________ is known as ‘king oyster mushroom’. 

a. Pleurotus eryngii   b. Volveriella        c. Agaricus          d. None of the above 

6. Formaldehyde is used as__________in mushroom cultivation. 

a. Disinfectant       b. Fertilizer               c. Insect repellant      d. Food material 

7. Short method of button mushroom compost preparation requires_____ days. 

   a. 14-18 days      b. 10 days             c. 20 days               d. 30 days 

8 .What is the other name of Mushroom? 

      a. Funaria          b. Dryopteris        c. Agaricus            d. Ferus 

9. To which division does it belong? 

a. Basidiomycetes    b. Pteridophyta    c. Thallophyta      d. Mollusca 

10. Mushroom is: 

a. Saprophytic fungus   b. Autotrophic Algae c. Heterotrophic fungus d. None of the 

above 

11. Mycelium produces white or colored umbrella shaped fruiting bodies called: 

a. Haphae                    b. Basidiocarp         c. Annalus                 d seta

12. Basidiocarp consist of a fleshy stalk called ___________ and umbrella like head 

borne on its top called __________ 

a. Hyphae and Seta b. Seta and Annulus   c. Annulus and Antheridia  

 d. Stipe and Pileus 



13. When young fruiting body is completely enveloped by a thin membrane, it is 

called 

a. Mycelium        b. Rhizoids      c. Velum(veil)              d. Septate 

14. With the growth of ____________ velum gets ruptured, while a part of it 

remained attached to stipe in the form of ring or____________. 

a. Basidiocarp and Slender   b. Pileus and Annalus  c. Pyrenoid and Conjugation 

d. Hyaline and Pyrenoid

 

15. On the lower side of Pileus number of vertical plates like structure is present 

called____________ 

a. Spores        b. Organelles              c. Mushroom Dryopteris           d. Gills 

16. The gills on either side bear club shaped basidia which produce_____________

    a. Basidiocarp   b. Chloroplasts      c. funaria        d. None of these 

17. It grows during ______ 

   a. Summer season       b. winters      c. Rainy season     d. In all seasons 

18. An edible mushroom is a mushroom that can potentially be safely eaten. 

   a .True            b. .False 

19. Mushrooms are fruit. Do you know what kind of fruit they are? 

    a. Mold           b. Fungus               c. Blackberry          d. Cherry 

20. What kind of equipment do you need to go mushrooming?

   a. flat-bottomed basket or box             b. A roll of waxed paper  

   c. A digging tool                                   d. All of the Above 

21. Two common poisonous mushrooms are the jack-o'lantern and the green-spored 

Lepiota. 

    a. A. True                                    b. B. False 

22. Every mushroom hunter should be familiar with the three most dangerous groups 

of fungi.

    a. A. True                                   b. B. False 

23. To avoid mushroom poisoning, you should follow one rule. 

     a. A. True       b. B. False 

24. Is it true that one cap of a Destroying Angel (Amanita virosa) can kill a man. 

    a. A. True                              b. B. False 

25. The shaggy mane mushroom is edible and easy to identify. 

     a. A. True                               b. B. False 
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Certificate Course

Title: Mushroom Cultivation
Key:

1. d. Agaricus bitorquis

2. a. Agaricaceae

3 a. exogenous

4. a. Ibotenic acid

5. a. Pleurotus eryngii   

6. a. Disinfectant       

7. a. 14-18 days      

8. c. Agaricus            

9. a. Basidiomycetes    

10 a. Saprophytic fungus   

11. b. Basidiocarp         

12. d. Stipe and Pileus 

13. c. Velum(veil)              

14. b. Pileus and Annalus  

15. d. Gills

16. a. Basidiocarp   

17. c. Rainy season     

18. a .True            

19. b. Fungus               

20. d. All of the Above

21. a.  True

22. b.  False 

23. a. True       

24  a. True

25. a. True                               
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Certificate Course 

Title: Competitive English 

Objectives: 

1. Enhancing Language Proficiency: The primary objective is to improve participants' 

overall language proficiency, including grammar, vocabulary, sentence structure, and 

pronunciation. 

2. Effective Communication: The course aims to develop participants' ability to 

communicate effectively in English, both in written and spoken forms. This includes 

skills such as public speaking, group discussions, and expressing ideas clearly and 

coherently. 

3. Reading Comprehension: Participants will learn strategies to comprehend and analyze 

complex texts quickly, which is crucial for competitive exams that involve reading 

comprehension sections. 

4. Grammar and Syntax: Thorough understanding of English grammar rules and proper 

syntax is essential for constructing correct and coherent sentences. The course will focus 

on refining these aspects. 

5. Time Management: Many competitive exams have time constraints. The course aims to 

improve participants' ability to read, understand, and answer questions within the given 

time frame. 

6. Critical Thinking: Participants will be encouraged to think critically and analyze 

information presented in texts, which is valuable for answering questions that require 

interpretation. 

7. Exam Strategies: The course will provide strategies and tips specific to competitive 

exams, such as time allocation, question selection, and how to approach different types of 

questions. 

8. Mock Tests and Practice: Regular practice tests and mock exams will be conducted to 

simulate real exam conditions, helping participants become familiar with the format and 

build confidence. 

9. Interview Preparation: For exams that include an interview round, the course may 

provide guidance on how to present oneself confidently and effectively during interviews. 

10. Professional Communication: The course might cover the nuances of professional 

communication, including email etiquette, report writing, and business correspondence. 

By focusing on these objectives, a certificate course in competitive English aims to equip 

individuals with the skills and confidence needed to succeed in competitive exams, interviews, 

and other professional contexts where strong English language proficiency is a requirement. 



Outcomes: 

Upon completing of certificate course in competitive English, participants can expect to achieve 

a variety of outcomes that will enhance their language skills, boost their confidence, and improve 

their performance in competitive exams and professional scenarios. Some of the key outcomes 

include: 

1. Enhanced Language Proficiency: Participants will have a significantly improved grasp of 

English grammar, vocabulary, and syntax, leading to more accurate and coherent 

communication. 

2. Effective Communication Skills: Participants will be able to communicate their ideas 

clearly and confidently, both in writing and speaking. This is invaluable for interviews, 

group discussions, and presentations. 

3. Improved Reading Comprehension: Participants will have honed their ability to read and 

understand complex texts quickly, enabling them to perform well in reading 

comprehension sections of competitive exams. 

4. Critical Thinking Skills: Participants will have developed the ability to analyze 

information critically and draw reasoned conclusions, which is essential for answering 

challenging questions accurately. 

5. Time Management Abilities: Through practice, participants will have improved their time 

management skills, enabling them to efficiently tackle questions within the given time 

limits. 

6. Exam Strategies and Techniques: Participants will have learned various strategies to 

approach different types of questions, increasing their chances of scoring well in 

competitive exams. 

7. Confidence Building: The improved language skills and exam strategies will contribute 

to participants' overall confidence in their ability to excel in competitive scenarios. 

8. Mock Test Experience: Participants will have gained exposure to mock tests and practice 

exams, familiarizing them with the exam format and allowing them to refine their 

approach. 

9. Interview Readiness: For exams with interview rounds, participants will be better 

prepared to articulate themselves effectively and confidently during interviews. 

10. Certificate of Completion: Participants will receive a certificate at the end of the course, 

validating their achievement and indicating their improved language proficiency. 

Overall, the outcomes of a certificate course in competitive English are designed to empower 

participants with the skills, knowledge, and confidence needed to excel in competitive exams, 

interviews, and various professional communication scenarios where strong English language 

skills are essential. 

Methodology: Teacher assisted learning Course  
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Introduction to Media Management 
Introduction 

 

The truth is that nobody really knows – yet. The only thing that’s absolutely certain is 
that the old certainties have gone for good. The BBC was designed in the 1920s on the 
pattern of the British civil service to run a monopoly. If it had stayed that way, it would 
now be as dead as the dodo. As will be any broadcasting organisation which fails to 
adapt to the new media environment. 

 
There’s no market more dynamic and fast-moving than that of the media. New 
technologies – and convergence among existing ones – are causing monumental shifts 
both in consumer behaviour and in the potential for content providers and distributors. 
Some will emerge as big winners; but the actual take-up by consumers is by no means 
universally assured and is constantly changing. 

 
As digital technology brings with it a previously unimaginable proliferation of media 
outlets, the audience share of any individual broadcaster must inexorably fall. The 
figures are already a fraction of what they were even ten years ago: programmes once 
watched by 15 or 20 million viewers are now lucky to attract five million and the figures 
are still falling. In fact, in this new media world, to speak of broadcasting in its traditional 
sense may become an anachronism. 

 
Though people are still spending a lot of time in front of their screens, they’re devoting 
much less of it to viewing broadcast schedules. In 2006, internet use in Britain 
exceeded broadcast television viewing for the first time; at the time of writing, Google’s 
UK advertising revenue has already overtaken that of the terrestrial commercial 
television channels. 

 
So content providers are increasingly integrating terrestrial transmission with satellite, 
cable, broadband and telephony. And with print: the web-sites of newspapers are 
increasingly indistinguishable from those of broadcasters; which raises interesting 
questions for regulators in countries where, historically, the regulatory regimes for the 
two means of publishing are significantly different. 

 
For broadband distribution of similar content, which rules should apply? DVDs, video- 
on-demand, interactive channels and video games are all transforming the traditional 



viewing experience. PVR (‘every viewer his or her own scheduler’) enables the 
audience to by-pass commercial breaks, with major consequences for conventional 
advertising revenue. With the spread of broadband, the internet is becoming a 
distribution network on a scale inconceivable when its only access was by slow and 
expensive dial-up links. Mobile reception is making significant inroads, suggesting that 
‘place-shifting’ will be the next step-change beyond (now long-established) time-shifting: 
viewers will be able to watch their own television on a laptop or other device anywhere 
in the world via the internet. 

 
And the simplification – and the cheapness – of authoring equipment and software 
means that anyone can now shoot and edit their own material and blog and vlog it 
world-wide over the net. The use by the professional media of more and more so-called 
UGC (user-generated content), both on-screen and in print, suggests that the ‘citizen 
journalist’ is becoming a reality. 

 
We’re seeing a democratisation of the airwaves – a major shift from a channel based 
to a network-based world, from ‘push’ to ‘pull’ consumption. That doesn’t mean, of 
course, that ‘linear’ broadcasting will disappear; indeed, it’s likely to remain the principal 
content-source for very many people. But it will have to learn how to co-exist with many 
other competing outlets and to survive with much-reduced audiences. 

 

Importance of Media Management 
 

The right public connections is essential if you are into different kinds of marketing and 
advertising programs that are developed towards improving the image of your business. 
As it is, press release is entirely about building the right relationship to promote or 
advance the reputation of the company, its management as well as employees. 

 
In addition to this, you require the best insider marketing in order to communicate your 
message to obtain supporters, advocates and allies in the institution and the entire 
community. By means of the right press exposure, you can even seek the services of 
people to help you in boosting the image of your company and in improving your 
organization’s image in the unique internet. 

 
However, if you will work with several funding organizations, you will know that you can 
actually obtain the result that you have always wanted. True enough, it is not that easy 
for any one to build a company name especially in these modern times when several 
organizations are currently improving their own reputation so as to convince the group 
that they have the most popular and top quality offers. 

 
True enough, the best press exposure can also help in the growth of any company and 
getting it connected to the right establishments as well as economical aid from various 
departments. The fact remains that press release is not simple advertising or marketing; 
you also have to include exposing the company to various special events, community 
relations, social networking, blogging, internal relations, and other important works that 
are geared towards achieving the best media exposure. 



 

Hence, what is the most excellent way for you to be sure that you are going to get the 
best possible result? 

 
Public or media connections is very essential especially for a new company; this is 
applicable to an organization’s connection with several press websites and even 
professionals in the online press release world. 

 
The same as any other type of media consulting, the concept performs through 
developing connection so as to link the organization’s objective, goals, ideas and other 
newsworthy actions. Notwithstanding the fact that most organizations want to keep their 
primary focus on creating more highly effective relationships with the group, it’s simply 
essential for any organization to make sure that it has a powerful connection with the 
press in order to obtain the best results. 

 
True enough, there are times when information launch is seen or considered as a 
device that is used for boosting certain information experiences, but if you truly evaluate 
its significance, you will see that it will certainly increase the image of the organization 
and persuade many people to use the products which are being marketed. 

 
Personnel management 

 
Administrative discipline of hiring and developing employees so that they become more 
valuable to the organization. It includes (1) conducting job analyses, (2) planning 
personnel needs, and recruitment, (3) selecting the right people for the job, (4) orienting 
and training, (5) determining and managing wages and salaries, (6) providing benefits 
and incentives, (7) appraising performance, (8) resolving disputes, (9) communicating 
with all employees at all levels. 

 
Media training 

 
Media Training helping people to understand the media, develop spokesperson skill and 
the confidence to be effective in interviews with reporters on TV, radio or news stations. 
The goal of media training should be to ensure that your spokesperson feels a sense of 
confidence and control when approaching interviews with the news media. 

 
To achieve this confidence, media training should include, but not be limited to, three 
critical elements: 

 
Understanding the media: spokespersons should be taught to think like reporters so 
they understand reporters’ roles, their needs and their tactics. This should include work 
on messaging to make them clear, substantive and media-friendly. 

 
Real world practice exercises: interviewees should be subjected to on-camera 
interviews with a trainer playing the role of a reporter. The questions asked should be 
realistic and focused on the industry-specific issues the person is most likely to face. 



 

Expert evaluation: the greatest value for spokespeople comes from seeing themselves 
on screen and being evaluated on their verbal responses, message control, body 
language and overall presentation. While media training involves much more than this, 
these are by far the most important parts of effective media training. 

 

Skilled labour problems 
 

The following points highlight the eight major problems faced by labour market in India. 
The problems are: 1. Surplus Labour Force 2. Unskilled Labour 3. Lack of Absorption of 



Skilled Labour 4. Imperfections 5. Work Culture 6. Militant Unionism 7. Unemployment 
8. Lack of Labour Reforms. 

 
1. Surplus Labour Force: 
Labour market in India is suffering from surplus labour force. A huge number of 
labourers are rendered surplus due to lack of adequate demand arising out of both 
primary, secondary and tertiary sector. Due to high rate of growth of population, a huge 
number of labour forces is continuously being added with the existing labour force 
leading to a huge surplus in the labour market. 

 
2. Unskilled Labour: 
Another major problem of labour market in India is that there is a growing number of 
unskilled labourers in the country. In the absence of adequate vocational institutes, skill 
formation among the labour force in the country is very slow. This huge number of 
unskilled labourers fined it difficult to become self employed and thus create a huge 
army of unemployed in the country. 

 
3. Lack of Absorption of Skilled Labour: 
In India the absorption rate of skilled labour force is also very poor. A huge number of 
technically educated youths after completing their technical education like engineering, 
vocational courses etc. are finding it difficult to get themselves absorbed in the 
secondary sector, leading to a huge problem educated unemployment in India. 

 
4. Imperfections: 
Labour market in India is also suffering from some imperfections such as lack of 
adequate information regarding jobs, lack of suitable agency for the proper utilisation of 
labour force, child labour practices, lack of proper manpower planning etc. Such 
imperfections have been resulting in various hurdles in the path of absorption of labour 
force smoothly. 

 
5. Work Culture: 
Work culture among the Indian labour force is not at all good. Whatever work force is 
absorbed in various productive sectors it is not adhered to healthy work culture. This 
has been resulting in lesser economic surplus in the production system which restricts 
indirectly its absorption capacity in future. 

 
6. Militant Unionism: 
Labour market in India is also facing the problem of militant unionism. In some 
productive sectors and that too in some particular states, trade unions are not adhering 
to healthy practices. This has led to militancy in the union structure and its activities, 
which is detrimental for the greater interest of the nation. 

 
7. Unemployment: 
Labour market is also facing a serious problem of unemployment. A huge number of 
work forces of our country remain partially or wholly unemployed throughout the year or 



some part of the season. This has led to the problems like disguised unemployment, 
seasonal unemployment, general unemployment and educated unemployment. 

 
In the absence of adequate growth of employment avenues, unemployment problem in 
the country is gradually becoming much more alarming day by day. 

 
Moreover, due to the policy of downsizing followed both in public and private sector and 
also in government administration and services sector, the problem of unemployment is 
becoming much more acute. This has also been putting much pressure on the labour 
market of the country. 

 
8. Lack of Labour Reforms: 
Labour market in India is also suffering from lack of adequate labour reforms provision. 
Economic reforms introduced in the country during the 1990s have changed economic 
scenario of the country. But the country is lagging behind in adopting necessary labour 
reforms which are rational and important under the present context. 

 
We have seen that the labour market in India has been suffering from the aforesaid 
serious problems. Thus the Government should chalk out proper policy for bringing 
necessary reforms in the labour market for the greater interest of the country as well as 
for the interest of labour force (both working and non-working) in general. 

 
Trade Unions 

 
1. Concept: The trade union came in to being as an agent of workers and working class. 
Over the years workers struggled hard to achieve an adequate measure of their 
protection against exploitation. With the growth of modern industrial establishment, 
involving the employment of large no. of workers under the condition of poor bargaining 
power at individual level, the growth of trade union became necessary. 

 
2. A continuous association of wage earners for the purpose of maintaining and 
improving the condition of their working lives. A continuous long term association of 
employees formed and maintained for the specific purpose of advancing and protecting 
the interests of members in their working relationship. A trade union is any combination, 
whether temporary or permanent, formed primarily for the purpose of regulating the 
relation between workmen and employer, or between workmen and workmen, and 
between employer and employer or for imposing restrictive conditions on the conduct of 
any trade or business. Thus as a whole trade union is an instrument of defense against 
exploitation and provide a forum for collecting the forces of working class. 

 
3. Characteristics: Trade union is voluntary association of either employee or employer 
or independent workers. Trade union is generally permanent combination. Trade union 
formed by collective actions of workers. Basic objective of any trade union is to promote 
and protect the economic, social and vocational interest of workers / members. Trade 
union are adoptable to the changing socio-economic- legal - political environment.• 



Trade union are designed to eliminate the exploitation of the workers through workers 
participation in the management. 

 
4. Trade union emerged due to group psychology. Trade union is an organizing centre, 
it provide the locus for collecting the forces for working class. Trade union provides job 
security to the employees. Trade union can negotiate with management on the 
industrial conflicts. Right of workers i.e. wages and condition of work are protected by 
the trade union. 

 
External forces in management. 

 
Media Managers must recognize and respond to all factors that affect their 
organizations. This lesson describes how the internal and external environments of an 
organization drive change within the company. Navigating in today's chaotic business 
environments is much like trying to steer a tiny boat back to shore while caught in the 
center of a hurricane. 

 
There are many forces at work that a person will need to respond to in order to make it 
safely back to port. Just like this tiny ship, today's organizations and their media 
managers are faced with a significant amount of factors that require an immediate 
response, often in the form of organizational change. The forces that drive this change 
in business are known as the internal and external environments. This lesson will 
discuss how both the internal and external environments of an organization induce 
change. 

 
An organization refers to events, factors, people, systems, structures and conditions 
inside the organization that are generally under the control of the company. The 
structure of the organization also influences the business decisions. The organizational 
structure like the composition of board of directors, influences the decisions of business 
as they are internal factors. The structure and style of the organization may delay a 
decision making or some other help in making quick decisions. 

 
Those factors that occur outside of the company that cause change inside organizations 
and are, for the most part, beyond the control of the company. Customers, competition, 
the economy, technology, political and social conditions and resources are common 
external factors that influence the organization. 

 
Sociological: Includes; the demographic status and trends, work ethics and personal 
values, and general cultures. This factors influences differently on how management 
accomplishes its jobs. The social environment presented by each country is unique and 
as the business becomes international, management s ought to understand these 
unique environments. This understanding assists the management to plan for the future 
and design products for particular groups of people. 

 
Economic and Political: Includes; all the essential factor such as competitors, suppliers 
and customers in an open model of business the management must study the economy 



and political environment for a continual and dynamic relationship. In this system the 
management assumes that the business or company has both input and output. By 
studying the companies’ suppliers’, competitors and customers as well as current 
political factors, the management are capable of making effective managerial and 
decisions. The products designed under this should possess place, form and time utility 
to succeed in the mark place. 

 
Technology: Technology has the most dramatic effect on business as changes in this 
external environment are often quickly felt by firm. As the market can change overnight 
the management should be in a position to make decisions that will put the company in 
a flexible poison to adapt with the technological changes. 

 
Co-ordinations between various branches of a medium. 

 
Media management is seen as a business administration discipline that identifies and 
describes strategic and operational phenomena and problems in the leadership of 
media enterprises. Media management contains the functions strategic management, 
procurement management, production management, organizational management and 
marketing of media enterprises. 

 
A uniform definition of the term media management does not yet exist, and "the field of 
media management in its present form is neither clearly defined nor cohesive." 
Notwithstanding this fact, among existing definitions there is a shared base concerning 
the business administrative character of media management and the functional 
understanding of management. In the following a number of definitions are provided. 

 
"Media Management consists of (1) the ability to supervise and motivate employees and 
(2) the ability to operate facilities and resources in a cost-effective (profitable) manner." 

 
"The core task of media management is to build a bridge between the general 
theoretical disciplines of management and the specifities of the media industry." 

 
"Media and internet management covers all the goal-oriented activities of planning, 
organization and control within the framework of the creation and distribution processes 
for information or entertainment content in media enterprises." 

 
Inter-Relations between various media 

 
Media enterprises are strategically organized economic entities whose central work is 
generating and marketing of media. The generation of media is the bundling of internally 
and externally generated content and its transformation into a medium. The marketing is 
the direct or indirect distribution of media. The term media in this connection is restricted 
to one-to-many-communication with one sender and a large number of consumers. 
More precisely, the focus is on newspapers, magazines, books, music, television, films, 
internet and games. More details can be drawn from the graphic illustrating the 
definition of media enterprises. 



 

In order to understand management in media enterprises it is crucial to build a larger 
picture of the media marketplace. The characteristics of media markets differ from 
markets of other economic sectors in several ways. 

 
One characteristic of media markets is the multidimensional competition. Media 
enterprises operate in three different markets. They sell their services in form of content 
like information and entertainment, as well as in form of advertising space. These 
services are offered for different business markets. The content is offered to the 
consumer markets which differ depending of the type of media and the way it is used by 
consumers. The advertising spaces are traded on advertisement markets. 

 
The third markets are procurement markets. They are needed as media enterprises 
generally do not produce all their offered content themselves but buy service packages 
of both, information and entertainment, from procurement markets. For example, 
authors and artists contracts or license and copyright deals can be acquired. But 
procurement markets can turn to business markets if, for example, complete rights to an 
event are purchased and then resold by a media enterprise in the form of secondary 
utilization rights. The described market structure is shown in the second image. 

 
Image gives an overview of different media markets. 
In fact, the three described media markets each media enterprise can be active in are 
strongly interdependent. But the intensity of their relationships differs. For example, 
there is a strong relationship between advertisement and consumer markets as the 
success among consumers drives advertising revenues. All possible inter-dependencies 
are pictured in the third graphic. 

 
Furthermore, there are geographic media markets. Media enterprises operate in specific 
geographic markets. Some firms operate in a national market while other companies, 
for example, local radio stations operate in a regional area. So the marketplace of a 
media enterprise consists of the product media markets (consumer market, 
advertisement market and procurement market) and the geographic media market. 

 
 Security arrangements in Media Centres 

 
The precautions taken to prevent the possibility of accidents is called “Media Centres 
Security Arrangements”. In this lesson you will know about the arrangements which are 
made at the construction site for various types of security. The aim of this lesson is not 
only to let you know as to what measures should be taken to prevent the accidents at 
media site such as what to do and what not to do, rather it is also to let you know as to 
how such good habits can be inculcated among all the workers starting right from top 
officers to ordinary workers, which minimizes the chance of accidents, that may cause 
loss of life/ any of the body parts and also creates hindrances in the construction work. 



At the time of first appointment each employee will be got acquainted with the basic 
principles of media security fully. In this segment following things will be explained in 
detail: 

 
1. Who should comply with the media security requirements. 
2. Role and responsibilities of media security supervisor. 
3. General requirement of media security during work. 
4. Symbols of different types of security alerts and their observance. 
5. Self Protection Equipment and their use. 
6. Security Boards for machines, wire mesh, guard etc. their importance and 
use. 
7. Special security zones. 

 
 Problems of Quality control 

 
Security officer is required to be alert at all the times during working hour and also after 
the working hour and see that no lapses occur in the security system at the construction 
site. If required the employee, who is lax and unaware of the security requirement 
should be alerted by him and any ignorance on the part of the employee about the 
security requirement should be removed at once. It is the responsibility of the security 
supervisor to train the worker about security directives and about the Personal 
Protective Equipment. 

 
He has the further responsibility to: 
• Impart training at the work site about the security requirements. 
• Procure all types of general and personal security devices for each and every 
employee. 
• Untrained and unauthorized person should not be allowed to run any equipment or 
machinery. 

 
Your QC Department Looks Like a Firehouse 

 
Those of us who work in quality control can easily fall into the pattern of fire fighting— 
running from one issue to the next, solving each problem in the near-term as it crops up. 
This can work okay for a time, but it’s not a great long-term strategy. When you only 
focus on solutions and never get down to the root causes that are creating your issues, 
you will find that the same types of issues keep occurring. “An ounce of prevention is 
worth a pound of cure” should be the mantra of every QC department. It’s worth the 
extra time up front to get at the root causes of an issue. 

 
Your Quality Folks Aren’t Talking Cents 

 
The universal language of business is dollars and cents, so if your quality control 
department isn’t translating your issues into actual cost to the business, they might not 
be heard. For example, you might calculate the cost of the time it takes to close different 
types of exceptions and add that information to your efficiency evaluations. 



 

There Is a Veil Over the QC Department 
 

Sometimes the quality department is treated differently than manufacturing, 
engineering, or facilities when it comes to accountability. But it’s very important that QC 
personnel and their equipment are held to certain standards, too. While QC is often 
responsible for finding solutions, they also need to be held responsible for their share of 
the causes—for instance, the impact to the supply chain if raw materials or final product 
testing is not completed effectively. If there has never been an evaluation of your QC 
department’s process, it’s definitely time to QC your QC. 

 
Your QC Department Sits in an Ivory Tower 

 
Quality folks can do a much better job if they receive training in other areas, including 
manufacturing, validation, and project management. When a quality person is too 
specialized, it can prevent them from seeing the whole picture and finding more 
comprehensive solutions. If your QC department tends to be resistant to change, that 
might be a sign that it’s time to expand their horizons with some additional training 
outside their primary field of expertise. 

 
Anything Short of Total Failure Is Considered Success 

 
Let’s say you work for a chemical plant that manufactures plastic bags. You make a 
polymer that requires water, but the water you’re using has a bad bacteria in it. There is 
a corporate requirement that the water be clean, so the bacteria is a problem. However, 
the finished material passes the test even though there was a deviation earlier in the 
manufacturing process. So is it really a problem after all? If your client sees a pattern of 
failure within your process, they will begin to believe that you aren’t truly concerned with 
quality, even if the final product technically meets the specifications. Make sure that 
you’re taking all issues seriously, even if they don’t seem to affect the final outcome at 
first glance. 

 
 Influences of Government on production and broadcasting 

 
Publications Division is a repository of books and journals highlighting subjects of 
national importance and India’s rich cultural heritage. The mandate of the organisation 
is to preserve national heritage and disseminate the same through the production and 
sale of quality reading material at affordable prices. It is publishing books in Hindi, 
English and other regional languages and marketing them through its nation-wide sales 
network.. 

 
Publications Division is preserving and presenting diverse aspects of Indian panorama. 
The organisation is one of the major publishers of Gandhian Literature and has 
preserved all written words of the Mahatma in its prestigious 100-volume series- the 
Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi. Its books on art, culture, Buddhist literature, 
paintings, dance and music are sought after by experts in respective fields. Its 



publications on Indian History and Freedom struggle, national and cultural leaders are 
considered valuable reading material for serious scholar of Indian history and culture. 

 
The tradition of publishing quality books on diverse areas has been continuing since last 
seven decades. The forward march of India in science and technology, flora and fauna, 
geographical, sociological, literary and economic aspects keep finding expression in the 
Division’s books 

 
Publications Division is also publishing magazines and journals on various aspects of 
Indian life. Yojana, with its 13 language editions, is the flagship magazine on 
development-related issues. Kurukshetra, in English and Hindi, is devoted to rural 
development. Ajkal, in Hindi and Urdu, is a prestigious literary magazine. 

 
Gvernment of India, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting established Electronic 
Media Monitoring Centre with the aim to have effective monitoring of content of various 
TV channels beaming over Indian Territory for any violation of: 

 
Programme Code 
Advertisement Code 
Various provisions of Cable Television Networks Regulation Act, 1995 

 
The Centre has been entrusted with the work of monitoring the contents of (a) All TV 
channels up linking and down linking in India to check the violation of Programme and 
Advertisement Codes enshrined in Cable TV Networks (Regulation) Act 1995 and Rules 
framed there under, (b) Any other such work relating to monitoring of contents of 
broadcasting sector assigned by the Government from time to time. 

 
At present, EMMC records and monitors around 600 TV channels round the clock. 
EMMC monitors and carries out a scrutiny of violations by electronic media in 
accordance with Codes framed under the Cable Television Networks Regulation Act, 
1995. EMMC puts out reports on violations along with the recorded clips to the Scrutiny 
Committee, which examines and goes into the purported violations and forwards its 
findings to the Inter-Ministerial Committee and other bodies for further action. 

 
Different media wings. 

 
Press Information Bureau, Directorate of Advertising & Visual Publicity, Registrar of 
Newspapers for India, Publication Division, Electronic Media Monitoring Centre, Photo 
Division, Films Division, Directorate of Film Festivals, Directorate of Field Publicity, New 
Media Wing. 

 
 

 Review by public and Service Organisations 
 

Directorate of Field Publicity (DFP): It has been mandated to undertake field 
programmes to create awareness amongst the masses, particularly in rural areas about 



government's Policies, Programmes and Schemes for their welfare through 
interpersonal communication with its network of 207 Field Publicity Units under the 
control and supervision of 22 Regional Offices.Directorate of Field Publicity came into 
existence in 1953 with 32 Field Publicity Units under the control of four Regional 
Offices. 

 
The Press Information Bureau (PIB): It is the nodal agency of the Government of India 
to disseminate information to the print and electronic media on government policies, 
programmes, initiatives and achievements. It functions as an interface between the 
Government and the media and also serves to provide feedback to the Government on 
peoples reaction as reflected in the media. 

 
PIB disseminates information through different modes of communication viz. press 
releases, press notes, feature articles, backgrounders, photographs, database available 
on Bureaus website. Information disseminated is released in English, Hindi and Urdu 
and subsequently translated in other Indian languages to reach out to about 8,400 
newspapers and media organizations in different parts of country. 

 
In addition PIB organizes Press Conferences, Press Briefing, Interviews of the Ministers 
/Secretarys and other senior officers for sensitizing media persons on important policy 
initiatives of the Government. The Bureau also conducts Press Tours to successful 
project sites to enable media to have first hand account of developmental activities 
going on in the country. 

 
The Directorate of Advertising & Visual Publicity (DAVP): It is the nodal agency to 
undertake multi-media advertising and publicity for various Ministries and Departments 
of Government of India. Some of the Autonomous Bodies also route their 
advertisements through DAVP. As a service agency, it endeavours to communicate at 
grass roots level on behalf of various Central Government Ministries. 

 
The origin of DAVP can be traced to the times of World War-II. Immediately after the 
out-break of Second World War, the erstwhile government of India appointed a Chief 
Press Advisor. Besides other things, advertising was also the responsibility of the Chief 
Press Advisor. A post of Advertising Consultant was created in June 1941 under the 
Chief Press Advisor. This is where DAVP has its roots. On March 1, 1942, the 
Advertising Consultant Office became the Advertising Branch of the Department of 
Information & Broadcasting. Following the expansion in its scope, functions and 
activities, this Advertising unit was declared an Attached Office of the Ministry of 
Information & Broadcasting on October 1, 1955. The office also assumed the name of 
Directorate of Advertising & Visual Publicity(DAVP). DAVP was further declared as 
Head of a Department on April 4, 1959. By virtue of this declaration, financial and 
administrative powers were delegated to DAVP. 



 International arrangements in broadcasting radio and television 
 

International broadcasting is broadcasting that is deliberately aimed at a foreign, rather 
than a domestic, audience. It usually is broadcast by means of longwave (LW), 
mediumwave (MW) and in shortwave radio (SW), but in recent years has also used 
direct satellite broadcasting and the internet as means of reaching audiences. 

 
Although radio and television programs do travel outside national borders, in many 
cases reception by foreigners is accidental. However, for purposes of propaganda, 
transmitting religious beliefs, keeping in touch with colonies or expatriates, education, 
improving trade, increasing national prestige, or promoting tourism and goodwill, 
broadcasting services have operated external services since the 1920s. 
All India Radio: As India’s National Broadcaster and also the premier Public Service 
Broadcaster, All India Radio (AIR) has been serving to inform, educate and entertain the 
masses since it's inception, truly living up to its motto – ‘Bahujan Hitaya : Bahujan 
Sukhaya’. One of the largest broadcasting organisations in the world in terms of the 
number of languages of broadcast, the spectrum of socio-economic and cultural 
diversity it serves, AIR’s home service comprises 420 stations today located across the 
country, reaching nearly 92% of the country’s area and 99.19 % of the total population. 
AIR originates programming in 23 languages and 146 dialects. 

 
All India Radio entered the realm of external broadcasting shortly after the outbreak of 
the Second World War on 1st October, 1939 when it started a service in Pushtu for 
listeners across the country’s then North West Frontier. The service was designated to 
counter radio propaganda from Germany, directed at Afghanistan, Iran and Arab 
countries. After the end of the War, the equipment was presented to AIR, which took 
over active control. The need of continuing certain services was assessed and the 
number of services was rearranged. 

 
With the dawn of Independence, the External Services of All India Radio assumed 
greater importance and significance as a medium for the expression of India’s attitude 
to world events and problems. As a result, the single organization - the Central News 
Organization, which was dealing primarily with News and also with the External 
Services, was split in 1948 into two, the News Services Division and the External 
Services Division. All activities connected with the broadcast of news were taken over 
by the News Services Division while all programmes in Indian and foreign languages 
directed at listeners abroad became the responsibility of the External Services Division. 

 
Today, the External Services Division (ESD) of All India Radio broadcasts daily in 57 
transmissions with almost 72 hours covering over 108 countries in 27 languages, out of 
which 15 are foreign and 12 Indian. The foreign languages are Arabic, Baluchi, 
Burmese, Chinese, Dari, French, Indonesian, Persian, Pushtu, Russian, Sinhala, 
Swahili, Thai, Tibetan and English (General Overseas Service). The Indian languages 
are Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Nepali, Punjabi, Saraiki, Sindhi, 
Tamil, Telugu and Urdu. 



ESD has five major services namely, Urdu (non-stop 24 hours), GOS/English (8 hours 
15 minutes), Hindi (5 hours 15 minutes), Bengali (6 hours 30 minutes), and Tamil (7 
hours 15 minutes). 

 
External Services Division projects to the world India’s viewpoint, progress and policies 
along with its art and culture. With the changing scenario, its role has been further 
expanded due to an increasing number of Indian Diaspora, both PIOs and NRIs as well 
as foreigners interested in knowing India. ESD endeavors to provide them with 
information, education and entertainment with programmes on India’s varied and 
multifaceted society. 

 
ESD prioritizes its broadcasts on the following factors: 1. Political Relations, 2. 
Economic Compulsions, i.e. India’s trade with other countries, 3. Social Relations: 
Broadcasts for NRIs and PIOs living in other countries. 

 
The programmes project, Emerging India abroad, The country’s democratic 
institutions and policies, Indian art and culture, India’s point of view on major issues, 
A link with the Indian Diaspora. 

 
Presently ESD is broadcasting to: 1. West, North, East and Southeast Asia, 2. North, 
West and East Africa, 3. Australia and New Zealand, 4. United Kingdom and some 
other European countries, 5.  Indian Sub-continent. 

 
Since 25th October, 1984, a special weekly capsule is being prepared and despatched 
for ethnic Indians in USA, Canada and U K through the Ministry of External Affairs. 

 
Doordarshan 

 
It is an Indian public service broadcaster, a division of Prasar Bharati. It is one of the 
largest broadcasting organisations in the world in terms of the studios and transmitters. 
Doordarshan has started replacing its analogue transmitters to digital transmitters, 
which will allow up to 8 channels to be carried from a single transmitter. Doordarshan 
has a three tier programme services – National, Regional and Local. 

 
The National programmes emphasises on events and issues of interest to the entire 
nation. These programmes includes news, current affairs, magazine programmes and 
documentaries on science, art, culture, environment, social issues, serials, music, 
dance, drama and feature films. The regional programmes are beamed on DD National 
at specific time and also on the Regional Language Satellite Channels, which caters 
programmes for interests of a particular state in the language and idiom of that region. 
The local programmes are area specific and cover local issues featuring local people. 

 
Beginning 

 
Doordarshan celebrates its anniversary on 15th September, every year as Doordarshan 
had a modest beginning with an experimental telecast starting in Delhi on 15 September 



1959, with a small transmitter and a make shift studio. The regular daily transmission 
started in 1965 as a part of All India Radio. Doordarshan began a five-minute news 
bulletin in the same year in 1965. Pratima Puri was the first newsreader. Salma Sultan 
joined Doordarshan in 1967 and later became a news anchor. 

 
The television service was extended to Bombay (now Mumbai) and Amritsar in 1972. 
Up until 1975, only seven Indian cities had a television service and Doordarshan 
remained the sole provider of television in India. Television services were separated 
from radio on 1 April 1976. Each office of All India Radio and Doordarshan were placed 
under the management of two separate Director Generals in New Delhi. Finally, in 
1982, Doordarshan as a National Broadcaster came into existence. Krishi Darshan was 
the first program telecast on Doordarshan. It commenced on 26 January 1967 and is 
one of the longest running programs on Indian television. 
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Duration of the Course : Thirty Days 

VAC Code   : CHEV201 

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

               Value Added Course



 
  



 

Objectives: 

“BASIC SEGMENTS OF ENVIRONMENTALCHEMISTRY” 

To Study the basic situations of the Environment. The environment consists of four basic 

segments, they are Atmosphere, Hydrosphere,Lithosphere, and Biosphere. 

 

Methodology : 

Teachingand Learning Methods 

 

 

Duration: 30 Days 
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Title: “BASIC SEGMENTS OF ENVIRONMENTALCHEMISTRY” 

 

 

 
Date:    

Date Content Module 

No 

1/1/2019 

TO 

6/1/2019 

Environmental Chemistry – Significance 

of basic segments of environment – 

Nomenclature in the study of environmental 

chemistry. 

I 

8/1/2019 

TO 

13/1/2019 

Lithosphere –I:  Principles of weathering – 

effect of temperature, water, air, plants and 

animals on weathering.  

II 

16/1/2019 

TO 

22/1/2019 

Lithosphere –II:Soil formation / 

development – factors affecting soil 

development – functions of soils – soil 

colloids – ion exchange properties. 

III 

24/1/2019 

TO 

30/1/2019 

Analysis of soil: Sampling, determination 

of moisture, total nitrogen, phosphorous, 

silicon, lime, humus, nitrogen, alkali salts. 

IV 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

01/01/2019 to 31/01/2019
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Test Exercise: 

 

1. Photochemical smog normally does not contain 

2. Depletion of the ozone layer is caused due to 

3. Find the incorrect statement 

4. Find the secondary pollutant among these 

5. The reaction responsible for the radiant energy of the Sun is 

6. Alum’s capacity to purify water is due to 

7. The coldest region of the atmosphere 

8. Which of the oxide of nitrogen is not a common pollutant? 

9. The compound essential for the process of photosynthesis has this element 

10. In the air, N2 and O2 occur naturally but they do not react to form oxides of nitrogen 

because 
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Key: 
 
 

1. Chlorofluorocarbons 

2. Freons 

3. dissolved oxygen concentration below 5 ppm is ideal for the growth of fish 

4. PAN 

5. nuclear fusion. 

6. impurities’ coagulation 

7. Mesosphere 

8. N2O5 

9. Mg 

10. the reaction is endothermic 
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Title: Organic farming 

 

 

Objectives: 

 To produce food of high nutritional quality in sufficient quantity. 

 To encourages sustainable livelihood of the producers as well as 

safeguards consumers health 

 To improve soil fertility, conserving flora and fauna, increasing genetic 

diversity, and putting an end to chemical pollution and toxic residues. 

 To maintain and increase long term fertility of soil. 

 

Outcomes: 

After studying the course, the student will be able to 

1. Adopt organic farming as his career 

2.Use fewer pesticides and recycle animal wastes 

3. Conserve water and improves crop yields. 

4.  Increase net incomes of farmers 

5. Increase crop intensity along with availing fair price of the crop grown.  

 

Methodology: Teacher assisted learning Course 

 

Duration: 45 Days 

 

 

 

03/12/2018 

to 

11/01/2019 

21/01/2019 

to 

06/03/2019 
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 Certificate Course  
Title: Organic farming 

 

 

Date:03/12/2018to11/01/2019   

Date Content Module No. 

03.12.2018 

To 

12.12.2018 

Concept of Organic farming. 

1.1: Introduction- Farming, Organic farming, concept and 
development of organic farming. 

1.2: Principals of organic farming, types of organic 

farming. 
1.3: Benefits of organic farming. 

1.4: Need for organic farming. 

1.5: Requirements for organic farming. 

UNIT: I 

13.12.2018 

To  

22.12.2018 

Organic crop production practices-I 
2.1: Organic crop production methods- vegetables- 

Solanum melongena, Avelmoschusesculentus, 

capsicum (chilies) Lycopersicum, Amaranthus, 

Cucurbitaceae. 

2.2: Organic crop production methods –Fruits- 

Banana, Papaya. 

2.3: Livestock component in organic farming. 

UNIT: II 

23.12.2018 

To 

02.01.2019 

Organic crop production practices-II 
3.1: Organic crop production methods- Spices- 

peper,ginger 

3.2: Organic crop production methods- Medicinal and 

aromatics. 

3.3: Organic crop production methods- Ornamental 

crops 

UNIT: III 

03.012019 

To 

11.01.2019 

Organic plant protection and nutrient 

management. 

4.1: Soil tillage, land preparation and mulching. 

4.2: Green manuring, compositing-principles, 

compositing methods, vermi composting. 

4.3: Organic manures, organic preparations. 

4.4: Bio-fertilizers-types. 

4.5: Weed management 

UNIT: IV 
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 Certificate Course  
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Test Exercise: 
1. Write aa brief note on Livestock component in organic farming 

2. Write notes on Weed management 

3.  What do you knowon Benefits of organic farming? 

4. Give an account on composting methods 

5. Write short notes on spices 

6. Explain theconcept and development of organic farming 

7. What is  organic farming 

8. Write notes on Soil tillage 

9. Explain aboutLivestock component in organic farming 

 
10. Give an account of land preparation and Mulching 
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Key: 
 
1. Nutrient cycling: Nitrogen fixed by leguminous plants and different nutrients devoured by 

farm animals amid brushing are come back to soil through dung and urine. Overseen 

painstakingly, farm animals and manures can assume an imperative part in nutrient cycling 

on the organic farming. 

In feedlots, it is important to store and discard manure and urine in a naturally acceptable 

way. Excreta contain several nutrients (including nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium) and 

organic matter, which are important for maintaining soil structure and fertility. Stubble in the 

fields and crop residues are important sources of forage in smallholder systems. Lower 

mature leaves stripped from standing crops, plants thinned from cereal stands and vegetation 

on fallow fields offer additional fodder resources related to food cropping. When animals 

consume vegetation and produce dung, nutrients are recycled more quickly than when the 

vegetation decays naturally. Grazing livestock transfer nutrients from range to cropland and 

concentrate them on selected areas of the farm. 

 

2.Managing weeds in ornamental plant production, whether in field soil, greenhouses, or 

outdoor containers, can be difficult but is essential to successful production. Weeds not only 

compete with the crop for plant nutrients and sunlight but are also unsightly and do not meet 

clean nursery quality standards. In addition, ornamental plants infested with certain noxious 

weeds cannot be sold because of quarantine regulations. Because of the high value of 

ornamental crops and the limited number of herbicides available, growers often resort to 

costly hand-weeding. However, many of the strategies used in vegetable row crops or tree 

crops can be adapted for use in field-grown trees and cut flower production. For example, 

planting in rows allows the field to be more easily cultivated by hand or mechanically. The 

use of drip irrigation in tree or shrub production greatly reduces excessively wet areas, thus 

reducing the germination and growth of weeds. 

Whether ornamentals are grown in containers, fields, or greenhouses, there are some control 

practices common to many methods of production that can reduce the impact of weeds on the 

crop as listed below in no particular order. 

Prevention 

The most important factor in overall weed control is to prevent weeds from developing seed 

and perpetuating the weed problem. Sources of weed introduction include weedy stock, weed 

seeds in the growing area or nearby, or plant propagules in manure, soil, 

uncompostedyardwaste, or other organic matter sources. Many growers cultivate or treat the 

margins of the property with herbicides to reduce the number of windborne or water-carried 

seeds that can move to the growing area. Screens on open-water inflow sources can be 

installed to keep out water-borne seeds. When using fine-mesh screens, increasing the surface 

https://ipm.ucanr.edu/PMG/C/S-FL-CULT-WC.019.html


area of the water intake and periodic debris removal may be needed to avoid clogging of the 

water flow. 

 

3.Organic farming has many benefits for consumers. First, organic farming, thanks to its 

particular specifications, forces producers to respect specific quality criteria. In general, 

organic farming is more widespread than conventional farming: for example, farm animals in 

organic farming generally benefit from larger areas, with compulsory access to the outdoors 

for certain animals. For instance, calves raised in organic farming benefit from 4m2 per head 

(for a calf of 300 kg) against only 1.8m2 in conventional farming. This broader approach 

would allow some specialists to obtain more qualitative products that could be tastier for 

example. 

On the other hand, the yields of organic farming are generally lower than those of 

conventional farming. This means higher operating costs (and therefore higher selling prices). 

Therefore, in general, the recommended retail price (RRP) for consumers buying from 

organic farming is higher than the selling prices of traditional agriculture. This poses a 

number of problems, especially to poor consumers who struggle to have the purchasing 

power to buy organic food. Prices aren’t very different in some products, especially those 
growing easily without pesticides. Still, others, like meat and dairy, are significantly more 

expensive in organic farming because they require more work in order to comply with the 

organic specifications. 

 

4.There are a few different methods of aerobic composting to choose from, and each one has 

its own unique charm.  

In-vessel composting:  Vessel composting is a method of production of compost in a sealed 

container that can help speed the composting process and the decomposition of organic 

matter by processing large amounts of waste without taking up much space. Plus, it keeps any 

smells contained – a win for your nose and your neighbors. 

Aerated static pile composting: Static pile composting is like a big party to which 

everyone’s invited – just mix your organic materials together in a giant pile and let the good 

times roll. 

Aerated turned windrow composting: The windrow method involves creating long, tall 

piles of organic matter or biodegradable waste that are turned regularly. 

Trench Composting: This type of composting is like a secret underground club for your 

waste – preparing trench compost means making garden beds, burying your scraps in a 

trench, and letting the soil and natural decompositions process do the rest 

 

5. These spices are mostly used for flavoring or tempering cooked food and for preparing 

medicines and dyes etc. Main spices include pepper, chilies, turmeric, ginger, cardamom, 

clove, areca nut etc. 

India is the largest producer of spices with annual output of 4.4 million tons (2005-06). 

But due to large scale internal consumption it only exports 1.3 lakh tones of spices 

annually. Table 11.XI presents an account of the area, production and export of spices in 

India 

Pepper (Piper nigrum)Black pepper is a climber shrub growing wildly in the forest 

tracts of Kerala. India is the second largest producer of this spice in the world alters 



Indonesia. The black pepper is the unripe dried fruit while white pepper is the skinned 

ripe fruit. It is used for giving flavour to foodstuffs.  

Conditions of Growth 

Pepper is the plant of hot and humid climate. It requires 10°C-30°C of temperature, 150 

cm-200 cm of rainfall and well drained clayey loam soils rich in humus. It can also be 

grown on a variety of soils ranging from red loam to sandy loam and late rites. Its 

cultivation may be carried on from sea level up to a height of 1050m along the hill slopes 

but coastal sandy plains are generally avoided. 

6.Organic farming has been a way of life and a tradition in our Indian farming system for 

centuries; it is not a new concept. 

 Organic farming has its own system for controlling pests and diseases in crop and 

livestock production, which avoids the use of various synthetic chemicals or gene 

manipulation. 

 There are various types of organic farming that are practised in the country's diverse 

climate, with forest produce falling under this category by default. 

 Organic farming, among other types of farming systems, is gaining popularity due to 

its positive impact on the environment. 

 Furthermore, organic farming is labour intensive, which increases rural employment 

and long-term improvements in resource quality. 

 Organic farming is based on an intimate understanding of nature's laws and rules. 

 In today's terminology, it is a farming system method that primarily aims at 

cultivating the land and raising crops in such a way that the soil remains alive and 

healthy through the use of organic wastes and other biological materials, as well as 

beneficial microbes (biofertilizers). 

 They release nutrients to increase crop yield and sustainability. "Organic agriculture is 

a production system that promotes the health of soils, ecosystems, and people." 

 Organic agriculture combines tradition, innovation, and science to benefit the shared 

environment and promote fair relationships and a good quality of life for all involved. 

7.Organic farming also known as ecological farming or biological farming, is an 

agricultural system that uses organic fertilizers such as compost manure, green manure, 

and bone meal and emphasizes techniques such as crop rotation and companion planting. 

 Organic farming is an agricultural practice that makes use of biological pesticides 

and fertilizers derived from plant or animal waste. 

 The goal of organic farming is to create foods that are of the highest quality, have a 

high nutritional value, and are free of chemicals. 

 It strives to develop a sustainable system that conserves energy, soil, and water; 

while at the same time providing general care for the environment. 

 In fact, the use of chemical pesticides and synthetic fertilizers was the cause of the 

environmental harm that organic farming was intended to address. 

 Or to put it another way, organic farming is a new type of agriculture or farming 

that improves, maintains, and repairs the ecological balance. 



 Organic standards are intended to allow the use of naturally occurring substances 

while prohibiting or strictly limiting the use of synthetic substances. 

o For example, naturally occurring pesticides such as pyrethrin are permitted, 

whereas synthetic fertilizers and pesticides are generally prohibited. 

o Copper sulphate, elemental Sulphur, and Ivermectin are examples of permitted 

synthetic substances. 

o Genetically modified organisms, nanomaterials, human sewage sludge, plant 

growth regulators, hormones, and antibiotic use in livestock husbandry are all 

prohibited. 

 Organic farming advocates benefits such as sustainability, openness, self-sufficiency, 

autonomy and independence, health, food security, and food safety. 

8 Tillage and crop rotations are production practices that influence soil health in ways that 

impact both long run productivity and environmental outcomes, such as nutrient run-off and 

carbon sequestration. These practices can also be adjusted in response to evolving weather 

and climate patterns in farmers' production environments. 

 Tillage—turning the soil to control for weeds and pests and to prepare for seeding—
has long been part of crop farming. However, intensive soil tillage can increase the 

likelihood of soil erosion, nutrient runoff into nearby waterways, and the release of 

greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. A reduction in how often or how intensively 

cropland is tilled enables the soil to retain more organic matter, which leaves the soil 

less susceptible to wind and water erosion and helps store, or "sequester," carbon. 

Farmers' choices about soil preparation, including tillage depth and the number of 

tillage operations, can reduce weed growth, improve nutrient management, and 

influence crop seeding. In general, less disturbance of soil can lead to more organic 

matter and lower potential for soil erosion and compaction. No-till is generally the 

least intensive form of tillage, while conventional tillage is the most intensive form of 

tillage. Conservation tillage, in which at least 30 percent of plant residue remains on 

the field following harvest, is less intensive than conventional tillage. 

 Crop rotations are planned sequences of crops over time on the same field. Rotating 

crops provides productivity benefits by improving soil nutrient levels and breaking 

crop pest cycles. Farmers may also choose to rotate crops in order to reduce their 

production  

 

9. Nutrient cycling: Nitrogen fixed by leguminous plants and different nutrients devoured by 

farm animals amid brushing are come back to soil through dung and urine. Overseen 

painstakingly, farm animals and manures can assume an imperative part in nutrient cycling 

on the organic farming. 

In feedlots, it is important to store and discard manure and urine in a naturally acceptable 

way. Excreta contain several nutrients (including nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium) and 

organic matter, which are important for maintaining soil structure and fertility. Stubble in the 

fields and crop residues are important sources of forage in smallholder systems. Lower 

mature leaves stripped from standing crops, plants thinned from cereal stands and vegetation 

on fallow fields offer additional fodder resources related to food cropping. When animals 

consume vegetation and produce dung, nutrients are recycled more quickly than when the 



vegetation decays naturally. Grazing livestock transfer nutrients from range to cropland and 

concentrate them on selected areas of the farm. 

10. Land prefaration : Virgin forest areas, if selected for plantation, should be cleared of all 

undergrowth and trees not suitable for the relatively heavy shade needed by cardamom. 

 Where the tree growth is sparse and shade insufficient or unsatisfactory, quick-

growing trees are planted for temporary shade as well as other trees with a tall and 

spreading habit for permanent shade. 

 The trees selected for providing permanent shade in cardamom plantations should 

have the following characteristics: 

 A tall and fast-growing habit, so that within 3 years of planting the tree attains 

sufficient growth to provide shade for the already-flowering cardamom plants. 

 The tree should provide maximum shade during the dry period. 

 The tree should provide maximum shade during the dry period. 

 The leaves should decompose quickly when they fall on the ground. 

 Utis (Alnusnepalensis) has been recommended as an ideal shade tree. Other important 

shade trees are Chillowne, Schimawallichi, pan isaj, Bucklandeapopulnea, Malato, 

Macaranga denticulate and Edgeworthiagardneri. The shade trees are planted with a 

spacing of 7-10 m. 

Planting 

 

 Bulbs or slips or seedlings along with 1-2 shoots are planted in the prepared pits (30 

cm x 30 cm) at 150 cm x 150 cm distance for Ramshai and Sawaney and at a 90 cm x 

90 cm distance for Golshai, by digging a hole in the soil. 

 The planting is done at 8-10 cm depth. After a few showers, the pits may be filled 

with surface soil. Well- rotten cattle manure, compost or leaf-mould should be mixed 

thoroughly with the top soil before planting. 

 It is also advisable to add 100 g rock phosphate per pit and mix it with the top soil 

before filling the pits. Planting is done in June-July when there is sufficient soil 

moisture, atmospheric humidity and optimum temperature for growth. 

Mulching 

 Soon after the planting, the base of the plant should be mulched during November-

April with dried leaves. 

 Mulching will preserve the soil moisture and provide a source of nutrients after 

decomposition. 

Organic manures like FYM, compost, leaf-mould and humus, rich forest soil may be 

applied. As the soil is rich, generally no fertilizer is recommended 
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3. The particles carrying the strong force are the 

4. Which of the following technological innovations was invented at CERN 

5. Our universe is dominated by… 

6. What are the fundamental particles of an atom? 

7. What are fermions? 

8. What are bosons? 
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2 )  PARTICLE  PHYSICS 

 

                                                     Module No -1 

Elementary particle physics studies the fundamental building blocks of nature. But what 

fundamental does mean? By fundamental we mean objects that are simple and structureless, 

not made of anything smaller.  

During the past century the word “fundamental” was addressed firstly to the atom. The word 

“atom” was introduced by Democritus (400 BC) who described the matter as composed by 
small and indivisible particles (“atom” comes from greek a-temno, which can not be divided).  

The internal structure of the atom was discovered and protons, neutrons and electrons 

became the building blocks of matter.  After 1960, scattering experiments of high energy 

particles on nucleons lead to the discovery of the quarks, which are thought now as the 

fundamental consituents of matter.  

Modern particle physics research is focused on subatomic particles, including atomic 

constituents, such as electrons, protons, and neutrons (protons and neutrons are composite 

particles called baryons, made of quarks), that are produced by radioactive and scattering 

processes; such particles are photons, neutrinos, and muons, as well as a wide range of exotic 

particles. All particles and their interactions observed to date can be described almost entirely 

by the Standard Model. 

 

                                                     Module No -2 

 

Exchange Particles 

 When two particles interact, there cannot be instantaneous action at a distance 

o This means one particle needs to "know" that the other is there 

 This is the idea behind exchange (or virtual) particles 

 When two particles exert a force on each other, a virtual particle is created 

 Virtual particles only exist for a short amount of time and carry the fundamental force 

between each particle 

 A force can be attractive or repulsive. An analogy of exchange particles would be: 

o Two people are on skateboards and a ball is passed between them. Due to this, 

they start to move away from each other. The ball represents an exchange 

particle creating repulsion 

o However, if one person throws a boomerang to the other, they will start to 

move closer together. The boomerang represents an exchange particle 

creating attraction 

 Each fundamental interaction is transmitted by its own exchange particle 

o These are also called gauge bosons 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muon


 

 Since gravity is so weak, it only has a noticeable effect on large masses, therefore, 

gravity does not play a part in particle interactions 

 The theorised exchange particle for the gravitational force is the graviton, however, 

this has not yet been discovered 

Mass-Energy Relation 

 

 According to the special theory of relativity, E = mc2 is the relationship between mass and 

energy. The function of mass is energy. The more mass a body has, the more energy it gains 

or releases. 

 The term “mass-energy relation” refers to the fact that mass and energy are the same and 

may be changed into one another. Einstein proposed this concept. However, he was not the 

first to do so. With his theory of relativity, he accurately described the relationship between 

mass and energy. The equation is written as E=mC2 and is known as Einstein’s mass-

energy equation. 

Where E is the object’s equivalent kinetic energy, m is the object’s mass (Kg), and c is the 
speed of light (c = 3 x 108 m/s). 

                                                      Module No -3 

 

Furthermore, the mass-energy relation indicates that the body’s rest mass will drop if energy 
is released from the body due to such a conversion. Ordinary chemical reactions involve such 

a transfer of rest energy to other types of energy, while nuclear reactions involve significantly 

bigger conversions. 

 Even though a system’s overall mass changes, its total energy and momentum stay constant, 
according to the mass-energy relation. Consider an electron colliding with a proton. Both 

particles’ mass is destroyed, but a tremendous amount of energy in photons is generated. The 
concept of the mass-energy equation was important in the development of atomic fusion and 

fission theories. 

Einstein’s mass-energy relation is derived in the following way: 



  

Consider an object travelling at around the speed of light. A unified force is acting upon it. 

Energy and momentum are induced in it due to the applied force. The increase in momentum 

of the object = mass x velocity of the body because the force is constant. 

We know, 

Energy acquired= Force x Distance through which force acts 

E = F x d………………………………………… (1)  

Also, 

the momentum gained = the force x the time it takes for the force to act. 

P = F x t 

As, momentum = mass x velocity, 

The momentum gained P = m x c 

Hence, Force= (m x c)/t ……………………………. (2)  

When we combine equations (1) and (2), we get E = mc2. 

 The equation is used to calculate binding energy in an atomic nucleus. Binding energy is 

calculated by subtracting the sum of the masses of protons and neutrons from the masses of 

various nuclei. The energy released during nuclear reactions is calculated using binding 

energy measurements. 

Derivation II 

 At whatever point an article is in speed, it appears to get heavier. The accompanying 

condition gives the increment in mass because of speed. 

 m= m0/ [(1−v2)/c2] 

 Where, 

     m-mass of the article at the voyaging speed 

     m0-mass of the article at a fixed position 

     v-speed of the article 

     c-speed of the light 

 We know, a moving object has active energy, and it is given by 

 E= ½ (mv2) 



 All-out energy moved by the item is roughly equivalent to dynamic energy and expansion in 

mass because of speed. 

 E≅ (mc²) + ½ (mv2) 

 E-(mc²) = ½ (mv2), for little v/c  

 E= Relativistic dynamic energy + mc² 

 The relativistic dynamic energy includes kinetic energy and rest mass energy  

E= 0+mc² 

 E= mc² 

                                                     Module No -4 

Conclusion 

Mass-energy relation expresses that each article has specific energy even in a fixed position. 

A fixed body doesn’t have active energy. It just has expected energy and likely compound 
and nuclear power. As indicated by the field of applied mechanics, the amount of this 

multitude of points is more modest than the result of the particle’s mass and the square of the 
speed of light. 

 Mass-energy relation implies mass and energy are very similar and can be changed over into 

one another. Einstein put this thought forward, yet he was not quick to uncover this. He 

portrayed the connection between mass and energy precisely utilising his relativity 

hypothesis. The condition is known as Einstein’s mass-energy condition and is 

communicated as, 

  E = mc² 

 where  E= comparable dynamic energy of the article, 

  m = mass of the item (Kg) and 

  c = speed of light (roughly = 3 x 108 m/s) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 






